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OFFICIAL NOTICES  
 

Sub: Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002. 

 
1. As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 32 of 

the Geographical Indications Journal dated 30th March 2010 / Chaitra 15, Saka 
1932 has been made available to the public from 30th March 2010. 
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G.I. 
App.No. 

Geographical Indication Class Goods 

1 Darjeeling Tea (word) 30 Agricultural 
2 Darjeeling Tea (Logo) 30 Agricultural 
3 Aranmula Kannadi 20 Handicraft 

4 Pochampalli Ikat 
24, 25 & 

27 
Textile 

5 Salem Fabric 24 Textile 
6 Payyannur Pavithra Ring 14 Handicraft 
7 Chanderi Fabric 24 Textile 
8 Solapur Chaddar 24 Textile 
9 Solapur Terry Towel 24 Textile 
10 Kotpad Handloom fabric 24 Textile 

11 Mysore Silk 
24, 25 & 

26 
Textile 

12 Kota Doria 24 & 25 Textile 
13 Mysore Agarbathi  3 Manufactured 
14 Basmati Rice 30 Agricultural 
15 Kancheepuram Silk 24 & 25 Textile 
16 Bhavani Jamakkalam 24 Textile 
17 Navara - The grain of Kerala 30 Agricultural 
18 Mysore Agarbathi "Logo" 3 Manufactured 
19 Kullu Shawl 24 Textile 
20 Bidriware 6, 21 & 34 Handicraft 
21 Madurai Sungudi Saree 24 & 25 Textile 

22 Orissa Ikat 
23, 24 & 

25 
Textile 

23 Channapatna Toys & Dolls 28 Handicraft 

24 Mysore Rosewood Inlay 
19, 20, 27 

& 28 
Handicraft 

25 Kangra Tea 30 Agricultural 
26 Coimbatore Wet Grinder 7 Manufactured 
27 Phulkari 26 Textile 

28 Kalamkari 
24, 25 & 

27 
Handicraft 

29 Mysore Sandalwood Oil 3 Manufactured 
30 Mysore Sandal Soap 3 Manufactured 
31 Kasuti Embroidery - Karnataka 26 Textile 
32 Mysore Traditional Paintings 16 Handicraft 
33 Coorg Orange 31 Agricultural 
34 Mysore Betel Leaf 31 Agricultural 
35 Nanjanagud Banana 31 Agricultural 
36 Palakkadan Matta Rice 30 Agricultural 
37 Madhubani Paintings 16 Handicraft 
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38 Jamnagar - MS 4 Natural 
39 Jamnagar - ATF 4 Natural 
40 Krishna Godavari Gas 4 Natural 
41 Jamnagar - LPG 4 Natural 
42 Jamnagar - HSD 4 Natural 

43 PISCO 33 
Alcoholic 
Beverages 

44 Kondapalli Bommallu (Toys) 16, 20 Handicraft 
45 Poddar Diamond 14 Handicraft 
46 Kashmir Pashmina 24 Textile 
47 Thanjavur Paintings 16 Handicraft 
48 Kashmir Sozani Craft 26 Textile 
49 Malabar Pepper  30 Agricultural  
50 Allahabad Surkha 31 Agricultural  
51 Kani Shawl 25 Textile 

52 Nakshi Kantha 
19, 20, 24 

& 25 
Textile 

53 Silver Filigree  
6, 8, 14, 

18, 20, 26 
& 28 

Handicraft 

54 Alleppey Coir 27 Handicraft 
55 Muga Silk 26 Textile 
56 Tellicherry Pepper 30 Agricultural 
57 Coconut shell crafts of Kerala 20 Handicraft 
58 Screw pine crafts of Kerala 27 Handicraft 
59 Maddalam of Palakkad (Kerala) 15 Handicraft 
60 Ganjifa cards of Mysore (Karnataka) 16 Handicraft 
61 Navalgund Durries 24 Handicraft 
62 Karnataka Bronze Ware 6 Handicraft 
63 Thanjavur Art Plate 14 Handicraft 
64 Swamimalai Bronze icons 6 Handicraft 
65 Temple jewellery of Nagercoil 14 Handicraft 
66 Blue Pottery of Jaipur 21 Handicraft 
67 Molela Clay Idols 21 Handicraft 
68 Kathputlis of Rajasthan 28 Handicraft 
69 Mysore Malligae 31 Agricultural 
70 Udupi Malligae 31 Agricultural 
71 Hadagali Malligae 31 Agricultural 
72 Alleppey Green Cardamom 30 Agricultural 
73 Applique (Khatwa) Work of Bihar 26 & 24 Handicraft 

74 
Sujini Embroidery Work of Muzzaffarpur 
District in Bihar 

24 & 26 Textile 

75 Sikki Grass Products of Bihar 20 Handicraft 
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76 Ilkal Sarees 24 Textile 
77 Molakalmuru Sarees 24 Textile 
78 Coorg Green Cardamom 30 Agricultural  
79 Chamba Rumal 24 Textile 
80 Dharwad Pedha 29 Food Stuff 
81 Pokkali Rice 30 Agricultural 
82 Bastar Iron Craft  6 & 21 Handicraft 
83 Bastar Dhokra 6 & 21 Handicraft 
84 Bastar Wooden Craft 20 Handicraft 
85 Monsooned Malabar Arabica Coffee 30 Agricultural 
86 Pipli Applique Work  24 Handicraft 
87 Konark Stone Carving 19 Handicraft 
88 Puri Pattachitra 24 & 16 Handicraft 
89 Budiiti Bell & Brass Craft 6 Handicraft 

90 Machilipatnam Kalamkari 
24, 25 & 

27 
Textile 

91 Nirmal Toys and Crafts 20 & 28 Handicraft 
92 Arani Silk 24 & 25 Textile 
93 Kovai Kora Cotton Sarees 24 & 25 Textile 
94 Salem Silk 24 & 25 Textile 
95 E. I. Leather 18 Manufactured 
96 Thanjavur Doll 28 Handicraft 
97 Leather Toys of Indore 18 Handicraft 
98 Bagh Prints of Dhar 24 Textile 

99 Banaras Brocades and Sarees 
23, 24, 25 

& 26 
Textile 

100 Sankheda Furniture 20 Handicraft 
101 Agates of Cambay 14 Handicraft 
102 Datia and Tikamgarh Bell Metal Ware 6 Handicraft 
103 Kutch Embroidery 26 & 24 Textile 
104 Santiniketan Leather Goods 18 Handicraft 
105 Nirmal Furniture 20 Handicraft 
106 Nirmal Paintings 16 & 20 Handicraft 

107 Andhra Pradesh Leather Puppetry 
18, 27 & 

28 
Handicraft 

109 Naga Mircha 31 Agricultural 
110 Eathomozhy Tall Coconut 31 Agricultural 
111 Laxman Bhog Mango 31 Agricultural 
112 Khirsapati Himsagar Mango 31 Agricultural 
113 Fazli Mango 31 Agricultural 
114 Monsooned Malabar Robusta Coffee 30 Agricultural 
115 Assam Tea 30 Agricultural 
116 Nilgiri Tea 30 Agricultural 
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117 Nilgiri (Orthodox) Logo 30 Agricultural 
118 Assam (Orthodox) Logo 30 Agricultural 
119 Lucknow Chikan Craft 26 Handicraft 

120 Feni 33 
Alcoholic 
Beverages 

121 Tirupathi Laddu 30 Food Stuff 
122 Uppada Jamdani Sarees 24 & 25 Textile 

123 Nashik Valley Wine 33 
Alcoholic 
Beverages 

124 Virupakshi Hill Banana 31 Agricultural 
125 Mango Malihabadi Dusseheri 31 Agricultural 
126 Sirumalai Hill Banana 31 Agricultural 
127 Tangaliya Shawl 24,25 &27 Textile 
128 Puneri Pagadi 25 Handicraft 
129 Bydagi Chilli 30 Agricultural  
130 Vazhakkulam Pineapple 31 Agricultural  
131 Devanahalli Pomello 31 Agricultural  
132 Appemidi Mango 31 Agricultural  
133 Kamalapur Red Banana 31 Agricultural  
134 Sandur Lambani Embroidery 26 Textile 
135 Toda Embroidery 24,25& 26 Textile 

136 Khandua Saree and Fabrics of Orissa 
23, 24 & 

25 
Textile 

137 Gadwal Sarees 24 Textile 
138 Santipore Saree 24 Textile 
139 Alphonso Mango 31 Agricultural 

140 Champagne  33 
Alcoholic 
Beverages 

141 Vazhakkulam Pineapple 31 Agricultural 
142 Bikaneri Bujia 30 Food Stuff 
143 Guntur Sannam Chilli 30 Agricultural  

144 Cannanore Home Furnishings 
22, 23, 24 

& 27 
Handicraft 

145 Basmati 30 Agricultural  

146 Napa Valley   33 
Alcoholic 
Beverages 

147 Sanganeri Print 24 & 25 Textile 

148 
Hand made Carpet of Bhadohi - Mirzapur 
Region of UP 

27 Textile 

149 Kinnauri Shawl 24 Textile 
150 Paithani Saree & Fabrics 24 & 25 Textile 

151 Scotch Whisky   32 & 33 
Alcoholic 
Beverages 
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152 
Balaramapuram Sarees  and Fine Cotton 
Fabrics 

24 & 25 Textile 

153 Paithan's Paithani 24 & 25 Textile 
154 Mahabaleshwar Strawberry 31 Agricultural 
155 Firozabad Glass  (Word Mark) 9, 11 & 21 Handicraft 
156 Firozabad Glass  (Logo Mark) 9, 11 & 21 Handicraft 
157 Kannauj Perfume  (Word Mark) 3 Manufactured 
158 Kannauj Perfume  (Logo Mark) 3 Manufactured 
159 Kanpur Saddlery  (Word Mark) 18 Handicraft 
160 Kanpur Saddlery  (Logo Mark) 18 Handicraft 
161 Moradabad Metal Craft (Word Mark) 6 Handicraft 
162 Moradabad Metal Craft (Logo Mark) 6 Handicraft 
163 Central Travancore Jaggery 30 Agricultural  
164 Prosciutto di Parma "Parma Ham" 29 Food stuff 
165 Nashik Grapes 31 Agricultural 
166 Banjara Handicrafts and Mirror work 24 Handicraft 

167 Gopalpur Tussar Fabrics 
23, 24 & 

25 
Handicraft 

168 Hyderabadi Biryani 30 Food Stuff 

169 
Kolhapuri Chappal (Ethnic Kolhapuri 
Footwear) 

25 Handicraft 

170 Kasaragod Saree 25 Textile 
171 Surat Zari Craft 23 Textile 

172 
Kosa Silk Saree and fabric of Janjgir, 
Champa & Raigarh Region  

23,24,25,2
6 

Textile 

173 Baluchari Saree 24 Textile 
174 Kachchh Dhabda, Shawl and stole  24 Textile 
175 Ganjam Goat Ghee  29 Food Stuff 

176 Dhaniakhali Saree  
24,25 & 

26 
Handicraft  

177 Varanasi Glass Beads 21 Handicraft 
178 Khurja Pottery 9,11 &21 Handicraft 

179 Kuthampully Sarees  24 & 25 Textile 

180 Bhagalpur Silk Fabrics & Sarees 24& 25 Textile 
181 Kashmir Paper Machie 16 & 20 Handicraft 
182 Kashmir Walnut Wood Carving 20 Handicraft 
183 Bagru Hand Block Print 24 & 25 Handicraft 

184 
Saharanpur Wood Craft (Word Mark with 
Logo) 

20 Handicraft 

185 Gir Kesar Mango 31 Agricultural 
186 Wayanad Jeerakasala Rice 30 Agricultural 
187 Wayanad Gandhakasala Rice 30 Agricultural 
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188 Siddipet Gollabama 24 & 25 Textile 
189 Venkatagiri Sarees 25 Textile 
190 Cheriyal Paintings 16 Handicraft 
191 Kota Doria (Logo) 24 & 25 Textile 
192 Bhalia Wheat 31 Agricultural 

193 Hyderabad Haleem 29 Food Stuff 

194 Pembarthi Metal Craft 6 & 21 Handicraft 

195 
Pattamadai Mats popularly known as  
“Pattamadai Pai” 

27 Handicraft 

196 
Nachiarkoil Lamps popularly known as 
“Nachiarkoil Kuthuvilakku”  

6 Handicraft 

197 Maheshwar Sarees & Fabric 24 Textile 
198 Mangalagiri Sarees and Fabrics 24 & 25 Textile 
199 Udupi Mattu Gulla Brinjal 31 Agricultural 
200 Chettinad Kottan 20 Handicraft 
201 Villianur Terracotta Works 21 Handicraft 
202 Thirukannur Paper Mache 16 Handicraft 

203 
Bobbili Veena popularly known as 
“Saraswathi Veena” 

15 & 20 Handicraft 

204 Khatamband 15 & 20 Handicraft 
205 Kalanamak 30 Agricultural 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
It is brought to the notice of all concerned that a priced publication of Geographical 
Indications Journal is available from July 2004. It would be a bimonthly publication. The 
cost of each Journal is Rs.300/-(Rupees Three Hundred Only). The cost of Annual 
Subscription is Rs.1800/- (Rupees One Thousand Eight Hundred Only). There will be six 
issues annually. Interested parties who are desirous of subscribing the Annual 
Subscription for the above Journal may forward a Demand Draft which should be drawn 
in favour of “Registrar of Geographical Indications” payable at Chennai. 
 
The public can also remit cash at the counter of Geographical Indications Registry, 
Intellectual Property Office Building, Industrial Estate, SIDCO RMD Godown Area, 
G.S.T. Road, Guindy-600 032 on all working days. 
 
For any further information in this regard please contact:- 
 
The Deputy Registrar of Geographical Indications, 
Geographical Indications Registry, 
Intellectual Property Office Building,  
Industrial Estate, G.S.T. Road, Guindy, 
Chennai - 600 032. 
 
Tel: 044 - 22502091 & 92, 
Fax No: 044 - 22502090 
E-mail: gir-ipo@nic.in 

        Sd/- 
(P. H. KURIAN) 

Registrar of Geographical Indications 
 
 
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010         Dated 26th February, 2010 
 
WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and 
Protection) Rules, 2002 provides as follows: 
 
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published Geographical 
Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic media.” 
 
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal 
will be Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of 
charge. Accordingly, sale of Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be discontinued 
with effect from 1st April, 2010. 
 
 

        Sd/- 
(P. H. KURIAN) 

Registrar of Geographical Indications 
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G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER - 123 
 

Application is made by (1) National Horticulture Board, No. 85, Institutional Area, 
Sector - 18, Gurgoan – 122015, Haryana, India; (2) Nashik Valley Wine Producers 
Association, No. 651, ‘A’ Wing, Market Yard, Dindori Road, Panchvati, Nashik -422003 
Maharashtra, India for registration in Part - A of Nashik Valley Wine under Application 
No.123 in respect of Alcoholic beverage falling in Class – 33, is hereby advertised 
accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration and Protection) Act,1999. 
 
Applicant   : 1. National Horticulture Board, and  
 
     2. Nashik Valley Wine Producers Association 
 
 
Address   : 1. National Horticulture Board,  

No. 85, Institutional Area, Sector - 18, 
Gurgoan - 122015 Haryana, India  

 
2. Nashik Valley Wine Producers Association,  

No. 651, ‘A’ Wing, Market Yard, Dindori 
Road, Panchvati, Nashik – 422 003 
Maharashtra, India. 

 
 
Geographical Indication : NASHIK VALLEY WINE  
 
 
Class    : 33 
 
 
Goods    : Class - 33 - Alcoholic Beverage 
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(A) Name of the Applicant   :  1.   National Horticulture Board;  
 

2. Nashik Valley Wine Producers 
Association 

 
 
(B) Address     :  1.   National Horticulture Board,  

No. 85, Institutional Area, 
Sector -  18, Gurgoan - 122015 
Haryana, India  

 
2. Nashik Valley Wine Producers 

Association, No. 651, ‘A’ 
Wing, Market Yard, Dindori 
Road, Panchvati, Nashik – 422 
003 Maharashtra, India. 

 
 
(C) List of association of persons/  
 Producers / organization/ authority :  To be provided on request 
 
 
(D) Type of Goods    :  Class – 33 - Alcoholic Beverage 
 
 
(E) Specification    : 
 

Nashik Valley Wine is unique in taste & color and reflects the terroir of the region 
in its characteristics. There are two types of Nashik Valley Wine viz. White wine 
& Red Wine. 
 

 Vineyards: 

 The wine should be produced from vineyards with a max yield of 8 tons/acre. 

 Trellising: Any kind of traditional or modern trellis systems. 

 Plantation is in the mid of December to end of January and harvest from 
January end to mid April. 

 Irrigation: Round the year, except the rainy season. 

 Harvesting: Manual harvesting. 

 Density of plantation – about 2500 plants per hectare. 

 Vines on own root or grafted on resistant rootstocks such as Dogridge, 
Saltcreek, So-4, R-110, 169-41 C, 1103-P, Freedom etc. 

 
 Varieties:  

 All existing wine grape varieties like Chenin Blanc, Sauvignon Blanc, 
Zinfandel, Cabernet Sauvignon, Shiraz, Chardonnay, Merlot, Riesling, 
Viognier, Tempranillo, Malbec, etc. including Thompson Seedless grapes. 
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 Winemaking: 

 Wine made from fresh harvested fruit. 

 Crushing/ pressing – from whole bunch pressing to de-stemmed fruit with or 
without skin contact. 

 Can involve addition of enzymes for colour extraction and to aid in settling. 

 Fermentation in stainless steel tanks, wooden vats or barrels. 

 Malo-lactic fermentation for the reds. 

 Fining to remove haze producing proteins and tartrates. 

 Filtration to remove suspended particles, yeast and other micro-organisms. 

 Bottling under hygienic conditions with proper closures like cork or screw 
caps. 

 Active Dry Yeast is used for Wine making. 

 The alcohol tolerance level of yeast is up to 16% alc. 

 No spray of any pesticide/fungicide is to be used before 45 days of harvest. 

 

 Different grades of Nashik Valley wine: 
Right now the grades are based on the price commanded in the market. The 
following are suggested: 

 Entry level wines: Basic quality wine, which are pleasant to drink. 

 Mid-priced wines: More serious wines with better concentration of flavors 
and aromas. 

 Premium wines: Good quality wines with good definition and 
concentration of aromas and flavours with at least a medium length. 

 Reserve wines: Exceptional fruit aromas and flavours lingering on the 
palate, produced by aging of the wines over a length of time or produced 
from very small yields from a special parcel of land. 

 
(F) Name of Geographical Indication : 
 

NASHIK VALLEY WINE 
 
(G) Description of Goods : 
 

Nashik Valley wine is a wine produced in Nashik District, such that at least 80% 
of the fruit should come from the region of Nashik district, all the wine should be 
vinified or made in the region and all wine should be bottled in the region. The 
winery should be based in the region to use the label. 
There are two types of Nashik Valley Wine viz. White wine and Red Wine. 

 White Wine: 

 Taste: Rich, fruity and concentrated aromas and flavors with perfect balance. 

 Color: Light /pale lemon green (young) to deep lemon/gold on aging 
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 Alcoholic content: 10% to 14.5% by volume 

 Red Wine: 

 Taste: Rich, fruity, structured with concentrated aromas and flavors and a 
perfect balance, finishing in a very good length. 

 Color: Dark purple (young) to pale ruby/ brick red/ mahogany on aging. 

 Alcoholic content: 12% to 14.5% by volume. 
 
(H) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in Page no. 21: 
 

The grape varieties used in the production of Nashik valley wine are grown in the 
region which is ideal for its growth and is responsible for the uniqueness of 
Nashik valley wine.  
 

District & State Latitude Longitude 
Nashik, Maharashatra 19º10’ N to 20º53’N 73º16’ E to 75º6’ E 

 
Altitude: 2000 - 2400 feet 
Because of the Altitude (2000-2400 ft) there is a kind of inversion in the climate 
i.e. the day is warmer and the nights are cooler which is ideal for the specified 
varieties of grapes to develop the characteristic flavor of Nashik valley wine.  

 
(I) Proof of Origin (Historical records) : 
 

Grapes are being grown in Nashik since 1950s as per Nashik district Gazetteer. 
In 1987, Mr Madhavrao More, started new Co-operative Winery called Pimpane 
Co-operative Ltd. (100% EOU) with Joint Venture with M/s Harbault & Fils. 
Epernary France to produce SP wine from table grade grapes and also planted 
vineyards of Chardonnay & Pinot noiv. Pimpane Co-operative Ltd produced 
500000 bottles and exported 35000 bottles to France & started marketing in other 
European Countries. Due to some issues after 2003 harvests, it stopped its 
operations. 

In 1996, Mr. Rajeev Samant a Stanford graduate having his father’s land near 
Nashik started growing table grapes and after importing wine varieties he planted 
Chennin Blanc, Sauvignon Blanc & Zinfandel in 3 years time. 

 
Mr. Rajeev Samant planted the first wine grapes in Nashik in 1997 and started up 
first crushing of wine grapes under the supervision of Mr. Kerry Damskey, a 
leading wine maker from California’s Sonoma Valley. He launched his first Wine 
in March 2000. 

 
His winery was open to all farmers and some contract farmers of SULA started 
their own Winery in 2002 called VINSURA. Also, as per the famous wine 
magazine ‘Sommeliar India’, the first Nashik Valley Wine was sold by Sula in the 
year 2000.    
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(J) Method of Production: 
 

The characteristic of Nashik Valley wine comes from the wine varieties of grapes 
grown in Nashik valley region. The production/cultivation practices followed in 
wine varieties of grapes grown in the Nashik valley is given below. 
 Planting 
Wine grape saplings are usually planted in rows at a distance of 8.5’X4.5’ or 9’X5’ 
distance with plantation of approximately 2000–2500 plants per hectare. 
 Method of propagation 
Mainly the own rooted saplings are planted in this area; some growers have also 
done in-situ grafting on dog ridge or other rootstocks.  
 Nutrient requirement 
Particulars Basal Dose First dose Second Dose Third Dose 

Nitrogen (kg\ha) 45 12.5 25 25 

Phosphate (kg\ha) 115 57.5 Nil Nil 

Potash (kg\ha) 125 Nil Nil Nil 

 
Above dose is given twice per year; first after the harvest at the time of back 
pruning in March – April & second at the time of forward pruning for production 
in September – October. Besides organic manure is also applied at the rate of 5-
12.5 MT per hectare in both applications. Dose may vary based on soil analysis 
report done before the application of fertilizers & can be applied on regular basis 
as per plant response & requirement through the drip irrigation system. 

 

 Micronutrient application  
Based on soil & leaf analysis report soil application of micronutrient mixture is 
done just before the back & forward pruning at the rate of approximately 25 kg 
per hectare. One spray of mixture of all micronutrient is given once after both the 
pruning, however, based on leaf analysis report, spray of mixture of all 
micronutrient or specific nutrient, which shows deficiency, are also applied on 
foliage as spray. 

 
 Irrigation 
Irrigation is done round the year except during rainy season (June- September). 
Irrigation schedule is decided based on the soil clay content. In light well-drained 
sloppy soils, normally 20-24 liters per plant is applied at an interval of 2-3 days. 
This interval & schedule changes depending upon the climatic variations resulting 
in evaporation & transpiration from the plants. 
 
 Intercultural Operations  
 Growing of green manure crops is done in the alleys during rainy season to 

check the soil erosion. This also helps in fixation of atmospheric nitrogen and 
provides good organic matter in the soils. 

 \Use of organic mulches on planted rows is done for moisture conservation. 
 Mowing of grasses in the alleys is done 2-3 times in a year. 
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 Pruning  
2 to 6 buds pruning is done during September and 1 bud pruning is done in April. 
 
 Training 
Open U (Lyre), Bilateral VSP (Vertical Shoot Position)  
 
 Special operations 
Planting on hill slopes, allowing good penetration of roots by planting on laterite 
and crumbly soil to facilitate drainage. Use of integrated pest management 
techniques, no use of hormones. 

 
 Plant Protection 
The usage of harmful pesticides/insecticides is not done and strict vigilance is 
practiced over the contract farmers growing wine grapes. Usage of permitted 
fungicides such as Bordeaux mixture, Copper Sulphate,  Sulphur Powder etc. is 
done when required. However, 45 days before harvesting, any kind of spray is 
disallowed on the grape vines. 
 
 Harvesting 
Harvesting is mostly done in night or early morning. The temperature during 
harvesting should be below 200C but it must be ensured that while harvesting the 
grapes should not be covered with dew.  Manual harvesting, sorting and collection 
of best bunches is followed. Maintaining purity and avoiding admixtures is 
followed during harvesting and further processes of wine making.  

 
 Processing: 
 
Crushing and pressing: For extracting the juice, pneumatic press is used for 
white wine grapes and destemer cum crusher is used for red wine. This juice is 
then sent to cooling fermentation tank via heat exchangers. Here in this cooling 
tank the temperature of this juice is bought down till 7-10 0C.Cooling is done to 
avoid bacterial process and it also helps in setting down of the solid particle to the 
bottom of the tank. Once the clear liquid is obtained it is transferred to another 
cooling tank where it is kept under temperature of 200C for 24-26 hours.  
 
Fermentation: Stainless steel vats are used for primary fermentation and barrels 
for malo-lactic fermentation. Maturation in barrels is done for at least 6 months 
for red wines. 
 
Yeast: Once cooling is done; yeast is added to start fermentation process. The 
most popular yeast is Saccharomyces cerevisiae and S. bayanus. 
 
For 4000 liters wine preparation, 1 kg yeast is used. These yeasts are available in 
various cultures. As a general practice dry yeast is mostly used.  

 
This process of fermentation is continued till sugar is converted to desirable 
amount of alcohol. This process is exothermic, thus heat is released during this 
process and this heat can affect the wine quality. Thus this whole process is 
carried out under controlled conditions. 
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For white wine, fermentation process is carried under 13-15 0C for 15-20 days 
while for red wine it is 25-280C for 8-10 days. Once the sugar is converted to 
alcohol the wine is considered to be ready. 

 
Clarification\Distillation: Filtration is done as per harvest and wine conditions. 
Wine is generally clear and filtered by using 0.45 micron filter before bottling 

 
Aging: Bottle aging is done for at least 3 months for red wine and 1-2 months for 
white before dispatch 

 
Blending: Only the best lots of vintage are taken from the assigned vineyards 

 

The difference in processing for whites and reds is summarized below: 

Whites:  

Harvesting: Manual 
Pressing: Whole bunch pressing 
Fermentation: in tank 
Aging: 1-2 months before dispatch  

 

Reds: 

Harvesting: Manual 
Pressing: Pressing after de-stemming 
Fermentation: in tank and malo-lactic fermentation in barrels 
Aging: Aging in barrels for min. 6 months, aging in bottle for 3 months 

before dispatch 
 

Table: Wine Standards (Indian Standard specification for wines) 

Sr. Characteristic Red White 
Rose 

Wine with 
residual sugar 

of 5 g/l or 
more 

Sparkling 
Wine 

Desert 
Wine 

1 
Reducing residual sugar. 
g/l  

Less 
than  
5 g/l 

Less than 
5 g/l  

More 
than  
5 g/l 

More 
than  
5 g/l 

More than  
10 g/l 

More 
than  
10 g/l 

2 pH 2.9-4.2 2.9-4.2 3.0-4.2 3.0-4.2  3.0-4.2 

3 
Total acid (as tartaric 
acid) g/l. Max 

10 10 10 10  10 

4 
Volatile acidity 
expressed as acetic acid 
.g/l Max 

1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2  1.2 

5 

Esters as ethyl acetate 
(expressed in terms of 
g. per liter absolute 
alcohol) Max  

4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0  4.0 

6 

Higher alcohols as amyl 
alcohol (expressed in 
terms of g. per liter of 
absolute alcohol ) Max 

4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0  4.0 
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7 

Aldehydes as 
acetaldehydes 
(expressed in terms of 
g. per litre of absolute 
alcohol) Max. 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0  1.0 

8 
Total sulphure dioxide, 
mg/l. Max 

160 210 210 260  300 

9 
Free sulphur dioxide, 
mg/l .Max 

100 100 100 100  100 

10 
Copper (as Cu), Mg./l 
Max 

5 5 5 5  5 

11 Iron (Fe), mg./l Max 15 15 15 15  15 
12 Extract, g/l Max 50 50 50 50  50 
13 Tannins, g/l Max 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0  4.0 

14 

Methyl alcohol 
(expressed in terms of 
g. per liter of absolute 
alcohol) Max 

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4  0.4 

 

The Indian Standard also prescribes that table wines shall be free from mould, 
bacterial or any other growth and any ingredients injurious to health. The Nashik 
Valley wine producers take into account these at each stage of wine processing 
and ensure that the wine is free from contaminants/ harmful ingredients such as 
pesticides, mould or bacteria.  

 
(K) Uniqueness: 

The uniqueness in Nashik Valley wine is bestowed to the climate of the Nashik 
region and the soil of the region.  

 
Grape qualities differ according to the various conditions and this might vary 
from vineyard to vineyard. But, there are some common characteristics as 
explained below, which are common to the particular region of the Nashik valley. 

 
 a) Location 

Within the defined latitudes and longitudes: for the exact weather and climate that 
we have experienced giving us this wonderful quality.  
 

 b) Altitude 
For the perfect diurnal changes experienced: to have a right balance of acidity and 
sweetness in the grapes.  
 

 c) Soils 
For providing drainage and also getting expressed in the wines as “terroir”. These 
soils have been referred to as the red laterite soils in the northern part of Nashik 
district. The soil and water test report of few wineries are enclosed. They show 
that the soil is balanced with respect to all parameters. The water and soils are free 
from contaminants. Some soils may be deficient in micronutrients and their 
suitable application is advocated after referring the soil test report. 
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 d) Weather 
The grapes are grown in winter. The second pruning carried out ahead of summer 
monsoon makes the vines dormant during hottest part of the year. Then from 
October-March, the warm afternoons and cool nights have a unique effect on the 
grapes. While the strong sun brings up the sugar level, a chill down to about 70C 
in the evening brings down the subtler flavors like a wine made in temperate 
region. During the growth period of the wine grapes (winter), while the average 
day temperature is 25 degree centigrade, the night temperature can be as low as 8 
degrees. 
 

 e) Practices 
Controlling yields, using best practices in the vineyards, controlling quality by 
having cooling systems for fruit freshness, best procedures for making wine 
within factories located 50 Km of radius of the wineries, aging for specific 
periods are some of the common practices. The vines are grown high and spread 
out, to help dissipate heat and with more leaf canopy. The grapes are pruned so 
there are no more than two bunches on each fruiting cane. Soil is maintained in a 
slope so that there is excellent drainage during the monsoon, lest the roots get 
waterlogged.  
The typical combination of all the above parameters is almost impossible to 
replicate due to the non-availability of combination of all the parameters in a 
single place and hence are unique to the Nashik Valley. 

The main feature of Nashik Valley Wine is that since it is produced on a high 
altitude of about 2000-2400 feet, the grapes have a high acidity, which is reflected 
in the wines giving a perfect balance to the ripeness defined by the alcohol. The 
specific acid-sugar balance is due to the geographical location of this region.  
Steven Spurrier, the famous wine taster who tastes thousands of wines a year has 
tasted wines from Nashik valley and has rated them on a 20-point scale. Most of 
the wines are rated between 13-17 points indicating that the wines are rated 
‘Acceptable’ to ‘Very Good’.  
Nashik Valley probably is the only region in the world to make good quality 
wines just about 20 degrees (latitude) from the equator.  

 
(L) Inspection Body: 
 

The applicants are taking steps to set-up suitable and effective inspection body. 
 

(M) Others: 
 

Nashik Valley Wine Producers Association (NVWPA) is an association of 
wineries spread across the Nashik Valley. The association initiates as well as 
participates in various activities mainly aimed at promoting wine industry and 
wine culture in the country. 

 NVWPA has a monthly magazine-“Wine Mitra” (Wine friend) 

 It organizes events like ‘Nashik Valley Wine Festival’-a three day annual 
event to promote the art and science of wine. 
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G.I.APPLICATION NUMBER - 137 
 

Application is made by (1) The Rajoli Handloom Weavers Co-operative Productions 
Sales Society Limited, Post – Rajoli, Weddepally Mandal, Alampur – Taluka, 
Mahaboobnagar District, Pin Code – 509126, Andhra Pradesh, India; (2) Priyadarshini 
Mahila Handloom Weaver’s Cooperative Society Limited, Sheralwidi, Kotachandra 
Kala, Gadwal, Pin Code - 509126, Andhra Pradesh, India; (3) Gadwal Handloom 
Weavers Co-operative Society, Post – Gadwal, Pin Code - 509125, Andhra Pradesh, 
India; (4) Sri Raja Rajeshwari Mixed Fabrics Handloom Weavers Co-operative 
Society Limited, At: Bhavani Nagar, Gadwal, Pin Code - 509126, Andhra Pradesh, India 
for registration in Part - A of Gadwal Sarees under Application No.137 in respect of 
Textiles (Sarees) falling in Class – 24, is hereby advertised accepted under sub-section 
(1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) 
Act,1999. 
 
 
Applicant   : 1. The Rajoli Handloom Weavers Co-operative 

Productions Sales Society Limited; 
 

2. Priyadarshini Mahila Handloom Weaver’s 
Cooperative Society Limited; 

 
3. Gadwal Handloom Weavers Co-operative 

Society; 
 
4. Sri Raja Rajeshwari Mixed Fabrics 

Handloom Weavers Co-operative Society 
Limited. 

 
 
Address   : 1. The Rajoli Handloom Weavers Co-operative 

Productions Sales Society Limited, Post – 
Rajoli, Weddepally Mandal, Alampur – 
Taluka, Mahaboobnagar District, Pin Code – 
509126, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
 

2. Priyadarshini Mahila Handloom Weaver’s 
Cooperative Society Limited, Sheralwidi, 
Kotachandra Kala, Gadwal, Pin Code - 509 
126, Andhra Pradesh, India. 

 
3. Gadwal Handloom Weavers Co-operative 

Society, Post – Gadwal, Pin Code - 509125, 
Andhra Pradesh, India. 

 
 
4. Sri Raja Rajeshwari Mixed Fabrics 

Handloom Weavers Co-operative Society 
Limited. At: Bhavani Nagar, Gadwal, Pin 
Code - 509 126, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
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Geographical Indication : GADWAL SAREES  
 
 
Class    : 24 
 
 
Goods    : Class – 24 Textiles (Sarees) 
 

 
(A) Name of the Applicant   :  1.   The Rajoli Handloom Weavers 

Co-operative Productions Sales    
Society Limited; 

 
2. Priyadarshini Mahila Handloom 

Weaver’s Cooperative Society 
Limited; 

 
3. Gadwal Handloom Weavers 

Co-operative Society; 
 

4. Sri Raja Rajeshwari Mixed 
Fabrics Handloom Weavers 
Co-operative Society Limited. 

 
(B) Address     : 1.    The Rajoli Handloom Weavers 

Co-operative Productions Sales    
Society Limited, Post – Rajoli, 
Weddepally Mandal, Alampur 
– Taluka, Mahaboobnagar 
District, Pin Code – 509126, 
Andhra Pradesh, India. 
 

2. Priyadarshini Mahila Handloom 
Weaver’s Cooperative Society 
Limited, Sheralwidi, 
Kotachandra Kala, Gadwal, Pin 
Code - 509 126, Andhra 
Pradesh, India. 

 
3. Gadwal Handloom Weavers 

Co-operative Society, Post – 
Gadwal, Pin Code - 509125, 
Andhra Pradesh, India. 

 
4. Sri Raja Rajeshwari Mixed 

Fabrics Handloom Weavers 
Co-operative Society Limited. 
At: Bhavani Nagar, Gadwal, 
Pin Code - 509 126, Andhra 
Pradesh, India. 
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(C) List of association of persons/  
 Producers / organization/ authority :  To be provided on request 
 
 
(D) Type of Goods    : Class – 24 Textiles (Sarees) 

 
 
(E) Specification     : 
 
 

Product Name Gadwal Sarees 
 
Length   Range varies from 5 metres to 6.5 metres 
 
Width   Range varies from 1.14metres to 1.27 metres 
 
Weight The weight of the saree depends upon the silk, cotton or 

tussar used along with the amount of zari work done. 
However the weight of each saree is not less than 350 
grams. 

 
Body The body of the saree has many designs woven into it. The 

designs, their orientation and layout are given by the master 
weaver, who in turn conceives the design. The border and 
body of the saree are woven in traditional dramatic colors 
i.e. the color are mostly bright and/ or dark vibrant colors. 
The saree gives a shiny appearance. However the correct 
choice of color, design and intricacy of the work are given 
by the master weaver. The design woven contains flora 
and/or fauna in it. However the volume and use of the 
Floral designs are more when compared to the design of 
Fauna. Floral designs include leaves, flowers & plants. The 
designs of fauna that are woven have more swans and 
peacocks and less of elephants, deer, parrots and ducks. 
The flora and fauna relate to the flora and fauna of the 
geographical region. 

 
Border The saree have a rich brocaded gold border. The border and 

pallu have rich and more zari work when compared to the 
body. The border and body of the saree are woven in 
traditional dramatic colors i.e. the color are mostly bright 
and/ or dark vibrant colors. 

 
Pallav The pallu also has elaborate designs. The border and pallu 

have rich and more zari work when compared to the body. 
 
Others The saree are hand woven. No machine or power loom is 

used in the production process. 
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(F) Name of the Geographical Indication : 
 

GADWAL SAREES  
 

(G) Description of Goods: 
 

Gadwal Sarees are sarees alongwith attached blouses are often regarded as Pooja 
Sarees by local women who wear them especially during traditional festivals, 
marriages, auspicious functions and other traditional celebrations. These sarees 
are made from pure silk, pure cotton or pure tussar or a combination of two of 
these along with zari work. 

 
These sarees are hand woven. No machine or power loom is used in the 
production process. The length of the saree varies from 5 to 6.5 Meters in length. 
The width of the sarees varies from 45 to 50 inches. The weight of the Saree 
depends upon the silk, cotton or tussar used along with the amount of zari work 
done. However the weight of each saree is not less than 350 grams. No upper 
limit can be fixed, as the same is a variable component, varying depending upon 
the quantity of raw material used and the nature of design done. 

 
Gadwal saree consists of three parts namely; 

 
a) Body of the saree, 
b) Border, and  
c) Pallu. 

 
These sarees were originally woven for the royal family and the family of the 
nobles. Its use gradually spread to the entire women folk of the region. The body 
of the saree has many designs woven into it. The designs, their orientation and 
layout are given by the master weaver. These sarees have a rich brocaded gold 
border. The pallu also has elaborate designs. The border and pallu have rich and 
more zari work when compared to the body. The border and body of the saree are 
woven in traditional dramatic colors i.e. the color are mostly bright and/ or dark 
vibrant colors. The saree gives a shiny appearance. However the correct choice of 
color, design and intricacy of the work are given by the master weaver based upon 
the market requirement. 

 
The design woven contains flora and/or fauna in it. However the volume and use 
of the Floral designs are more when compared to the design of Fauna. Floral 
designs include leaves, flowers & plants. The designs of fauna that are woven 
have more swans and peacocks and less of elephants, deer, parrots and ducks. The 
flora and fauna relate to the flora and fauna of the geographical region. 

 
(H) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page no. 30 : 
  

Gadwal sarees are produced in many small and large villages, towns and in 
particular the township of Gadwal, which is one of the Taluk headquarters in the 
district of Mahaboobnagar in the State of Andhra Pradesh, in India. Gadwal is 
situated about 200 Kilometers from Hyderabad City, it is well connected by road 
and by rail. It is very near to the banks of the Krishna River. 
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Therefore the area of production in respect of Gadwal sarees is the entire district 
of Mahaboobnagar in the state of Andhra Pradesh, in India.  
 

District & State Latitude Longitude 
Mahaboobnagar, 
Andhra Pradesh 

1613˚ and 16˚ N  7748˚ E and 80 E  

 
 (I) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
The origin of Gadwal Sarees can be traced backed to about 200 years ago. At that 
point of time the present township of Gadwal was the capital of a small Kingdom, 
locally called as a “Samasthanam”. The Maharani of the said Kingdom namely 
‘Adhi Lakshmi Devamma’ promoted the craft with help of a few weavers who 
had come to Gadwal from various costal areas. Initially Gadwal Sarees were 
called as ‘Mathiampeta’. As the entire industry was centered in and around the 
present day township of Gadwal, as time went by the sarees produced here came 
to be called as “Gadwal Sarees”. 

 
As the craft developed, it spread to many villages and towns in and around 
Gadwal, which now comprise the entire district of Mehabubnagar. There is also a 
Government Degree College in Gadwal named after Maharani Adhi Lakshmi 
Devamma the initially promoter of the craft. The existence of this college proves 
the existence of Maharani Adhi Lakshmi Devamma at the relevant point of time. 
 

(J) Method of Production: 
 

The production of Gadwal Sarees is very unique and traditional. The entire 
production process consisting of the following steps; 

 
 Raw materials and their procurement: 
The raw material used in the production of Gadwal Sarees is silk, cotton or tussar 
or a combination of any one of them with the other, along with zari. Both Cotton 
and Silk are not produced or made locally. 
 
 Silk: 

Pure silk thread of 14 Denier is used. Silk is specifically obtained from 
Bangalore. This is because Bangalore in Karnataka is the main silk production 
center in the country and quality silk is obtained from here. 

 
 Cotton: 

80s/100s Comb Soft Cotton is used. Cotton is obtained from Vijayawada or 
Chirala in Andhra Pradesh in bales from the mills. This is because there are 
large numbers of spinning mills located in these areas and as such good 
quality cotton can be obtained from these places. 

 
 Zari: 

Zari is obtained from Surat, which is very famous for zari making in India. 
Therefore good quality zari for making Gadwal Sarees is obtained from Surat.  
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The use of cotton, silk and/or tussar in each of the saree in the weft and warp, 
threads of the loom for the body, border or pallu are as furnished in the tabulation 
below: 

 
VARIETY 

BODY  
Weft Warp 

PALLU  
Weft Warp 

BORDER  
Weft Warp 

1. Cotton Silk Silk  

2. 
Silk Cotton (Kora 

unbleached silk is used) 
Silk  Silk  

3. 
Silk Tussar (Kora 

unbleached silk is used) 
Silk  Silk  

 
 Degumming of silk: 
Degumming is a process of removal of gum from the raw silk purchased.  After 
degumming the raw silk looses 25% of its weight and becomes light and is ideal 
and suitable for saree weaving. In this process the raw silk is soaked in water 1: 
20 ratio. For 1 ratio of silk 2% soda ash and soap 4% of the weight of the silk, is 
added. In that silk will be thoroughly cooked in this mixture to do the 
degumming. 

 
 Zari making: 
Zari which is obtained from Surat is made by a process as detailed hereunder; 
 
a) Fine copper wire of hairline thickness is coated with liquid silver, which is 

obtained from the market.20 GMS OF SILVER IN I KG of copper wire. 
b) Pure silk thread of 14 Denier (Count for silk)  thickness as required 

according to the design conceived is dried  in red or yellow color dye. No 
other color is used, 

c) then, the fine copper wire and silk thread are twisted together, 
d) Gold powder obtained from the market is coated on the copper wire and 

silk thread so twisted, 
The resultant product is called Zari.  

 
 Dyeing: 
The dyes used to dye the raw material are natural (vegetable) and Synthetic dyes. 
Different colors of dye are used depending on the design conceived for weaving. 

 
Acetic acid is used as a dye fixing agent. It is used in a very little quantity, for 
example 25ml for one kilogram of silk. After treatment with acetic acid the dye 
fixes effectively on the raw material. 
 
Cotton yarn – Dyeing: 
Cotton yarn, when spun, is put up in hanks, a certain number of which together 
constitute a head. The number of hanks range from 6 to 20, depending on the 
fineness of the yarn which in turn varies from coarse to very fine quality. 
Sufficient heads are tied together, or banded with stout twine into a bundle, to 
make 10 pounds of it. This is called Banding. 
 
After banding, the cotton is boiled in water for 2 or 3 hours until it get thoroughly 
wet. The bundles are then loosened, and each roll of yarn is put on a wooden pin, 
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about 3 feet long and 11/2 inches thick, 4 or 6 pins make up a bundle. The Yarn 
which is now ready for dyeing is dark in colour, but for light shades, it is bleached 
previous to dyeing.  
 
Bleaching of cotton yarn: A vessel sufficiently large to allow yarn being worked 
in it freely without pressing, is filled with boiling water to about two third of its 
volume. The 1 pint bleaching liquor is added to every gallon of water in the 
vessel, and the yarn is worked in this for half an hour. Into another vessel of 
similar size, two third of it is filled with cold water, one wine-glass full of 
sulphuric acid is added for every 2 gallons of water, it is then stirred well, and 
then the yarn from the bleaching solution is put into this, and worked for 10 
minutes, then washed out until all the acid is removed. This will bleach the yarn 
for dyeing any light shade. 
 
 Weaving : 
The loom is set according to the size of the saree that has to be woven. Size of the 
pallu ranges from 20 to 40 inches. Similarly the size of the border varies from 3 
and half inches to 10 inches. The pallu or border depending on the size and design 
can be classified into from categories namely small, medium, large and special. 
The following tabulation illustrates this aspect; 

 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SPECIAL 
 
PALLU 

21 TO 28 Inches 29 to 31 Inches 31- 38 Inches Motifs and 
designs are 
different 

BORDER 42-60 kolkis 60-80 kolkis 80- 120 kolkis More than 
this 

 
‘Kolki’ is the local and technical term for four silk threads twisted together. 
According to the design to be woven and the intricacy involved, the number of 
Kolkis are decided upon. Based on the number of kolkies the size of the border is 
classified as small, medium, etc., i.e. for a fine design, half kolki is used and for a 
rough design one kolki is used. 

 
Only hand looms are used for weaving Gadwal Sarees. These looms may or may 
not be filled with a Jacquard or dobby. Jacquard is one hand made machine that is 
used for bigger design.120 pins for 120 threads 240, 256, 480 pins used in 
jacquard. Dobby is a mechanism fitted to the loom for weaving designs with zari. 

 
Kocchu and Jalli were used in the earlier systems of weaving to weave the design. 
Now the Kocchu is replaced by dobby and Jacquard. Whereas the Jalli is now 
replaced only by the jacquard. 
 
 Human Skill: 
Human skill and labour play a very vital role in the weaving of Gadwal Sarees. 
This is because the entire process right from conception of design, layout, 
orientation, intricacy, colour and the actual weaving especially when performing 
the horizontal joining / interlocking require special and high degree of skill and 
experience so as to weave the saree. 
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(K) UNIQUENESS: 
 

Gadwal Sarees are sarees alongwith attached blouses are often regarded as Pooja 
Sarees by local women who wear them especially during traditional festivals, 
marriages, auspicious functions and other traditional celebrations.  
 
These sarees are made from pure silk, pure cotton or pure tussar or a combination 
of two of these along with zari work.  
 
Design:  
The body of the saree has many designs woven into it. The design woven contains 
flora and/or fauna in it. However the volume and use of the Floral designs are 
more when compared to the design of Fauna. Floral designs include leaves, 
flowers & plants. The designs of fauna that are woven have more swans and 
peacocks and less of elephants, deer, parrots and ducks. The flora and fauna relate 
to the flora and fauna of the geographical region. 
 
Human Skill: 
The conception of design (including the colour combination), plotting it by way 
of weaving instruction on a punch card and weaving require great skill and 
experience. The correct choice of color, design and intricacy of the work are 
given by the master weaver based upon the market requirement. 

 
The most unique feature of Gadwal Sarees is horizontal joint. There are two joints 
in each Gadwal Saree, namely the vertical and horizontal joints. The vertical joint 
joins the body of the saree with the border. The horizontal joint joins the body of 
the saree with the pallu. It is the horizontal joint which makes Gadwal sarees most 
unique, for this type of joining is not found anywhere in any other weaving 
technique. The vertical interlocking is done on the loom. The horizontal 
interlocking is done thread by thread using the thumb and index finger of the right 
or left hand. In this process the weaver takes a little gum with his index finger, 
rubs it on his thumb also, then takes a thread from the body of the saree and 
another thread from the pallu and twists the two threads together, by a front and 
hack movement of the thumb and index finger simultaneously. This process 
requires skill and experience to get perfection. 
 

(L) INSPECTION BODY: 
 

The Gadwal Sarees that are inspected for their quality by the Master Weaver. The 
Master Weaver is a person who has expert knowledge in all aspects relating to 
this process of making Gadwal Sarees which include the critical art of 
visualization of design, their layout, orientation and intricacy in the body, border 
and pallu of the saree. Only upon the personal inspection by the Master Weaver 
the Sarees are made ready for the market.  
 
Further, steps are being taken by the Applicants to set up a suitable, independent 
and effective Inspection Body involving external members. 
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G.I.APPLICATION NUMBER - 149 
 

Application is made by (1) Himachal Pradesh Patent Information Centre, State 
Council for Science, Technology & Environment, B-34, SDA Complex, Kasumpti 
Shimla – 171009, Himachal Pradesh, India; (2) Kinnaur Handloom Weaver’s 
Association, V.P.O. Kalpa, Distt. Kinnaur Himachal Pradesh, India for registration in 
Part - A of Kinnauri Shawl under Application No.149 in respect of Textile and textile 
goods falling in Class – 24, is hereby advertised accepted under sub-section (1) of 
Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act,1999. 
 
 
Applicant   : 1. Himachal Pradesh Patent Information Centre  
 

2. Kinnaur Handloom Weaver’s Association  
 
 
Address   : 1. Himachal Pradesh Patent Information Centre  

State Council for Science, Technology & 
Environment, B-34, SDA Complex, 
Kasumpti Shimla – 171009, Himachal 
Pradesh, India  
 

5. Kinnaur Handloom Weaver’s Association 
V.P.O. Kalpa, Distt. Kinnaur Himachal 
Pradesh, India  

 
Geographical Indication : KINNAURI SHAWL  
 
 
Class    : 24 
 
 
Goods    : Class – 24 Textile and textile goods 
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(A) Name of the Applicant   :  1.   Himachal Pradesh Patent 
Information Centre; 

 
2. Kinnaur Handloom Weaver’s 

Association.  
 
(B) Address     : 1.    Himachal Pradesh Patent  

Information Centre, State 
Council for Science, 
Technology & Environment, 
B-34, SDA Complex, 
Kasumpti Shimla – 171009, 
Himachal Pradesh, India; 
 

2. Kinnaur Handloom Weaver’s 
Association V.P.O. Kalpa, 
Distt. Kinnaur Himachal 
Pradesh, India. 

 
(C) List of association of persons/  
 Producers / organization/ authority :  To be provided on request 
 
(D) Type of Goods    : Class – 24  Textile and Textile  

goods  
 
(E) Specification     : 
 

Kinnauri Shawl is known as Chhali in local dialect. Its average size is 42”x96” 
and it can vary as per body structure of ladies and gents. Ladies wear chhali 
toproo (Shawl of designing pattern) whereas gents wear plain chhali. 

 
Yarn Used 
 Warp - 2/48's woolen worsted.  
 Weft – 2/32 or 2/48's woolen worsted, hand-spun—Indian wool, 

Pashmina, Angora (Rabbit wool) or Yak Wool.  
 Patterning - 2/32's woolen worsted/ acrylic.  
 
Size  
 Ladies Shawl: 1 m X 2m. 
 Gents Shawl: 1.25m X 2.5 m 
 Muffler: ½ m X 2m 
 
Weave – 2/2 twill (base) & weft rib in patterning. 
 
Weight – If woolen in 2/ 48 count the weight of one women shawl may vary from 
360 to 390 gm depending upon the count of yarn and pattern/ design. 
Kinnauri Shawl is known as Chhali in local dialect. Its average size is 42”x96” 
and it can vary as per body structure of ladies and gents. Ladies wear chhali 
toproo (Shawl of designing pattern) whereas gents wear plain chhali. Kinnauri 
Caps are put on by both ladies and gents. The average size of a cap is 19” to 24” 
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in round and size may vary as per the size of head. There is a green strip (patika) 
made of welvet on it. In local dialect it is called Thepang and flowers used on it is 
called Chaumoka. 

 
(G) Name of the Geographical Indication : 

 
KINNAURI SHAWL 

 
(G) Description of Goods: 
 

Kinnauri Shawl is known as Chhali in local dialect. Its average size is 42”x96” 
and it can vary as per body structure of ladies and gents. Ladies wear chhali 
toproo (Shawl of designing pattern) whereas gents wear plain chhali. Kinnauri 
Caps are put on by both ladies and gents. The average size of a cap is 19” to 24” 
in round and size may vary as per the size of head. There is a green strip (patika) 
made of welvet on it. In local dialect it is called Thepang and flowers used on it is 
called Chaumoka. 
 
Widely renowned for the intricacy and finesse in weaving Kinnauri Shawls are 
unique. The elaborate geometrical designs are unique for Kinnauri Shawls. Many 
of the motifs woven have a special symbolic and religious significance. The 
colours used for ground are white, black, natural grey and brown. The main 
colours used for patterning are red, orange, pink, blue, green, yellow, black and 
white. Out of these five colours represent five elements—white stands for water, 
yellow for earth, red for fire, green for air and blue for ether. 
 
Many a times, they have patterned borders running all along the four edges 
thereby increasing the labour involved and making Kinnauri shawls are more 
expensive than Kullu Shawls. Most of the shawls for commercial use are woven 
on the frame loom, though the ones for local use are still woven on the pitloom. 
Here the weaver weaves it in two pieces of half width each and later joins them 
from the center with elaborate hand stitching. This serves the dual purpose of 
function and ornamentation.  
 
The Kinnauri people have been known to weave and some of the woven items 
still occupying the commonplace are: 
 
 Pattu – A woolen fabric draped by women like a stole. 
 Dohru – A woolen fabric “saree” worn by the women. 
 Shawl – A light woolen fabric draped around the shoulders and chest by 

women. 
 Chaddar – A gents shawl. 
 Patti – Local tweed used for coats, jackets and trousers. 
 
In terms of placement of the pattern/ design the Kinnauri Shawls are of three main 
types: 
i) Single Border: Kinnauri geometrical pattern along the both ends of the 
Shawl 
ii) Single Export: Kinnauri pattern running across the four edges. It takes 
about a month to weave a single shawl. 
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iii) Full Export: Also called “Kinnauri teen (three) Patti”. These shawls have 
three Kinnauri a pattern woven in horizontal stripes at both ends of the shawl 
along worth another pattern running across the two other sides. These shawls are 
the most prized and most expensive of all and it can take as much as 45-60 days 
to weave one. 
 
Most of the shawls for commercial use are woven on the frame loom, though the 
ones for locals use are still woven on the pit loom. Here the weaver weaves it in 
two pieces of half width each and later joins them from the centre with elaborate 
hand stitching. This serves the dual purpose of function and ornamentation. 
Merino wool constitutes the warp and weft of these shawls. The major items 
manufactured in Kuthampully are Grey Saree (Kuthampully Saree or Set Saree), 
these traditional products are woven with kora white cotton yarn (grey or 
unbleached or non-dyed yarn) of finer counts.  

 
(H) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page no. 44 : 
  

Kinnauri Shawls are produced in entire Kinnaur District of Himachal Pradesh. 
Kinnaur, District came into existence in 1960. Earlier it was known as Chini 
Tehsil of Mahasu Distt. Before 1947 it was part of princely State of Bashahr.  
 
Kinnaur is the south eastern district of Himachal Pradesh and lies at an altitude 
ranging between 2320 – 6816 meters. NH-22 (Popularly known as the Hindustan 
Tibet Road) passes through the middle of Kinnaur. Vegetation in areas on higher 
elevation is sparse while at lower elevation temperate trees like oak, chestnut, 
mepal, birch, alder, magnolia, apple and apricot can be spotted. 
 
Kinnaur is known for its rich cultural heritage. The folklores, traditional dresses 
and architecture are symbols of its unique culture. To preserve its cultural 
heritage, the entire district of Kinnaur along with Distt. of Lahaul & Spiti, Pangi 
and Bharmour region of Chamba District have been declared as Tribal regions by 
Govt. of India.  
 
Kinnaur, the land of the mythological Kinnaur as is deeply laced - in terrain along 
the Sutlej River with many side valleys, by which the district is thoroughly 
divided. Due to its geographical setting, Kinnaur has two distinct climate zones - 
the wet and the arid. Only the area south of the Great Himalayas (Sutlej & Baspa 
valleys) receives monsoon showers which progressively decrease. Recong Peo, 
the district headquarter may be considered as a place where the Great Himalayan 
range obstructs the march of the monsoon. From this point on, the vegetation 
rapidly becomes sparser ultimately to remain only along the Sutlej River. The 
harsh winter with heavy snowstorms lasts from October to May leaving only June 
to September for the short summer and vegetation to grow. 
 
Kinnaur consists of very high mountains, deep valleys or gorges, glaciers and 
rivers. Upper Kinnaur forms a part of Trans Himalayan region. The Zanskar 
mountain range is present along the northeast part and its crest forms the eastern 
international border of Kinnaur with Tibet. 
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As Kinnaur lies in the Trans Himalayan region, the extreme cold climatic 
conditions prevalent in Kinnaur have led to necessity of woollen clothing. These 
climatic conditions have compelled the local habitants to develop the craft of 
wool weaving, which is one of the most important crafts of the state. The climate 
of Kinnaur is suitable for sheep and goat husbandry which fulfils the requirement 
of wool for woollen clothing’s. 

 
(I) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
The people of Kinnaur in Himachal Pradesh have traditionally been referred to as 
Kinners. The term Kinnauras is also widely used. The Kinnauras consist of the 
Rajputs or Khosias and the Berus. The Khosias include Hindus and Buddhists. 
The former are dominant in Nichar, Sangla and Kalpa areas while the latter 
dominate the tracts adjoining Tibet and Spiti. The Berus are made up of four artist 
castes – the Lohar, the Badhi, the Koli and the Nanglu. 

 
The mythological history of Kinnaur is fascinating, Kinnaur was inhibited by 
tribes in the early ages. It was visited by the Pandavas of Mahabharata fame 
during their periods of hiding. This land finds mention in ancient legends as 
Kinnerdesh of Kimpurusha Khand. Many of people of Kinnaur believe 
themselves to be the descendants of the Pandavas of the great Hindu epic, 
Mahabharata. They also believe that their ancestors were somewhere between 
men and god and had supernatural powers. 

 
The famous Kinner king Banasur is credited, in Hindu mythology, with bringing 
River Satluj to the plains from Lake Mansarovar. Later on Kinnaur was ruled by 
Magadha Kingdom, Maurayan Empire and Guge kingdom of Tibet before 12th 
century. Local kings or rulers broke loose from the central authority after the 
death of King Harsha in around 8th – 9th century AD. Later Kinnaur became part 
of Bushahr State which had a more or less independent existence. In the 20th 
century it came under the loose control of British. Post 1947, Kinnaur formed the 
Chini Tehsil of Mahasu District. Kinnaur district was formed on May 1st 1960, to 
enable speedy development of this area. 

 
The cold climate prevalent in the state is suitable for sheep and goat husbandry 
which also fulfils the necessity for woolens. The extremely cold climate of 
Kinnaur compelled the local habitats to develop the craft of wool weaving, which 
is one of the most important crafts of the state. The traditional designing on 
Kinnauri Shawls is the outcome of the social and religious background, a complex 
amalgam of the influence of religion, the whim and vanity of the rulers, the 
elemental experience, aesthetic genius, technical competence of the craftsmen and 
the natural environments in which they live. The weavers of Kinnauri Shawl have 
combined beauty with utility and made the product embody the symbols. Due to 
traditional designing on woolen shawls and caps the products are recognizably 
Kinnauri. Kinnaur has always offered an unrivalled example of communal 
harmony. It has been the nesting place of Hinduism and Budhism. The women 
dress in Dohru, Chhali, Gachi, Pattu, Topu and men wear Suthan, Choba, 
Gachi, Topi. It is common sight to see Kinnauri ladies and gents wearing caps 
with chamuka on it. 
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The woolen art fabric of Kinnaur is very old. Its exquisite textiles are 
characterized by colourful geometrical borders woven in tapestry weave over a 
twill ground in natural shades of wool. Since centuries, the people of Kinnuar 
have been known to weave and some of the traditional woven items still in 
existence are: 
 Pattu – A woolen fabric draped by women like a stole. 
 Dohru – A woolen fabric “saree” worn by the women. 
 Shawl – A light woolen fabric draped around the shoulders and chest by 

women. 
 Chaddar – A gents shawl. 
 Patti – Local tweed used for coats, jackets and trousers. 

 
The people of Kinnaur and Lahaul & Spiti had contacts and trade relations with 
people of Indian plains as well as those of western Tibet. This led to the growth of 
a culture influenced by Tibetan traditions on one hand and Hindu traditions on the 
other.  

 
The weaving activity in Himachal Pradesh is supposed to have originated in 
Kinnaur, some of the weavers later on migrated to other places in Himachal 
Pradesh and started weaving in different parts of the state. Kinnauri Shawls are 
famous for their intricate geometrical designs that need great expertise in 
weaving. The designs in these Shawls used to carry special religious significance 
and colours used in patterning had mythological background. usually five colours 
were used in typical Kinnauri Shawl – white signifying water, yellow for earth, 
red for fire, green for air and blue for aether. Nowadays different shades are being 
used in the shawls as per the requirements. The colours commonly used for 
patterning are red, orange, pink, blue, green, yellow, black & white. Some 
common motifs used these days are “tanga”, “More panja”. 

 
The trade of Kinnauri flourished in the erstwhile state of Rampur Bushahar. Its 
origin is not traceable but the rulers of erstwhile state of Rampur Bushahar paid 
sufficient attention to develop and keep alive this handicraft. Because of cold 
climatic conditions Kinnauri Shawls are the necessity for the local people. The 
religious feelings of the people gave the weavers exquisite designs for weaving. 
The handicraft industry is still alive which has materially affected the local 
economy by providing subsidiary income to craftsmen and meeting the necessities 
for the local people.  

 
The people usually put on locally woven woolen clothes and are as well clad as 
they can be. Men wear chamu kurti, chhubu, chamu suthan. 

 
Chamu Kurti – is stitched by local tailors. This garment is what may be called a 
shirt. In local dialect, the Shawl is known as Chhanli. It is wrapped round the 
shoulders and its two ends are fastened together near the breast by means of a 
silver hook called digra. Men also wrap Chhanli during inclement weather. 
Women often wrap around their waists gachhang i.e. a scarlet coloured woolen or 
cotton cloth of about five to eight meters in length and about a meter in breadth. 
The common head dress of the men and the women is a woolen cap is locally 
called Thepang. 
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About the flourishing wool traders of Himachal Pradesh, Sven Hedin has written 
in the ‘Trans – Himalayas’: that ‘They come from Rampur and have brought wool 
in Gertse, which they will carry to Gartok and India on five hundred sheep which 
they have also obtained in Gertse. They have paid two rupees for each sheep. 
About sixteen Indian caravans in the year are said to fetch wool from Gertse, and 
no doubt their profits are large.’ 

 
J.D. Cunningham during his sojourn in Bushahr in 1840 collected valuable data 
regarding import trade activities and furnished a report to the British Government. 
Acting on his report, the British Government revoked the transit duty in 1847 
A.D. in order to encourage inter border trade between Bushahr and Tibet. This 
attracted more Tibetan wool in to Bushahri markets and the wool based cottage 
industry in the entire state was benefited. In Kinnaur, the wool based handicrafts 
developed so much that those formed a class by themselves. Colourful Kinnauri 
blankets, gudmas, mufflers and other textile items stocked the Bushahri markets. 
 

(J) Method of Production: 
 
In upper Himachal region, at least one member of a family is involved in 
weaving. Weaving is an integral part of their lives and is treated just like any 
other day to day activity for the household. 
 
Raw Materials: 
 
Wool: 
The different types of wool qualities available in Himachal Pradesh are: 
 
 Local Wool: This is the wool obtained from sheep bred in Himachal 
Pradesh. Most of them are migratory. In summer, the sheep migrate from the 
villages in the lower plains to the higher up in Himalayas pastures for grazing 
with ‘Gaddis’ or local shepherds. During the freezing winter months, the sheep 
are brought back to their villages in lower Himalayas. These sheep are sheared 
twice a year during autumn and spring seasons i.e. inn the months of September 
and April. There are two distinct breeds of sheep found in the state: (1) Desi (2) 
Cross Breed. 
Desi Breed: The different types of wool obtained from Desi Sheep are: 
 Bayangi: Fine quality wool from Kinnaur district. Staple length of fibre is 
5” – 6” 
 Deshkad: Local wool of Kullu, coarser, got from sheep that do not 
migrate. 
 Imboo: Soft wool from first shearing of the lamb. Staple length of fibre is 
2”- 4” 
Cross Breed: These are a cross breed between desi sheep and Merino. The 
quality of their wool is superior to the wool of the desi sheep relatively finer in 
diameter and longer in staple length. However, there is no difference in their 
relative tare per kilo. All local wool costs the same, whether desi or cross breed. 
 
 Pashmina Wool: This is wool taken from the under belly of the pashmina 
goat available in Tibet. The shawls woven from Pashmina range from a fine to 
superfine quality. They are sheer and light, yet extremely warm. 
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 Angora Wool: This is the wool of the Angora rabbit, procured from the 
local Angora farms. Since they have a very high birth and death rate they are bred 
for approximately two years and then sold off as meat. They are sheared once in 
every three year months. Angora is extremely warm, soft and silky touch. Owing 
to fine quality, it is spun only on the ‘Takli’ (i.e. the spindle). It is naturally found 
in white, brown, grey and black colours and may be dyed in the same colours as 
sheep wool. Owing to its fibrosity, it is extremely difficult weave a 100% Angora 
Shawl, they are hence woven using Merino for the warp and Angora for the weft. 
 
 Acrylic Yarns (Cashmelon): Synthetic wool is used in making patterns. 
 
Looms:  
 
 Pit loom: the Shawls for local use are still woven on the frame loom. Here 
the weaver weaves it in two pieces of half width each and later joins them from 
the centre with elaborate hand stitching. This serves the dual purpose of function 
and ornamentation.  
 Fly Shuttle loom: The shawls for commercial use are woven on the frame 
loom. The Fly – shuttle loom is surprising simple in its design. It comprises: 
 Warp - the longitudinal threads running through the loom. 
 Weft – threads running horizontally from one side of the cloth to another 
between the warp threads. A single thread of the warp is known as the end & pick 
respectively. 
 Heald – thin long wire or cord with an eye at the centre and two loops at 
either ends. A warp thread passes through the eye of the heald to control the 
movement during weaving. 
 Heald Frame: a rectangular wooden or iron frame used to hold the heads 
in place. Thin metal rods are placed horizontally along the frame. The loops on 
either side of the heald slide in these thin rods. 
 Heald Shaft: the heald and the feald frame together comprise of the heald 
shaft. 
 Treadles: thin wooden peddles placed under the loom near the foot of the 
weaver. The peddles have holes drilled at the far end and cords are tied through 
the holes to the headshaft to enable their movement. 
 Reed hook: a thin long strip of metal, with a hook on one end and a plastic 
handle at the other. 
 Sley: a wooden frame, fixed at top, to the body of the loom enabling it to 
swing. The sley accommodates-  
 Two sley swords – vertical wooden arms forming the structure of the sley. 
 Reed – a long metal frame with thin metal wires equidistant to each other. 
The reed is fixed on the lower end of the sley. A long smoothly polished piece of 
wood is placed on the reed as a reed cap to enable easier grip 
 Shuttle: an eye shaped wooden or metal piece. It may even be a 
combination of wood with metal caps. The centre of the shuttle is carved out to 
accommodate the weft bobbin. 
 Weft Bobbin: a thin wooden or plastic pipe on which the weft thread is 
wound. 
 Sley race: the path on which the shuttle runs along the reed. Two shuttle 
boxes, rectangular wooden boxes are placed at either end of the sley race. The 
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shuttle rests in the shuttle box when not in use. A picker is a piece of leather or 
wood, iron, brass or rubber placed inside the shuttle box. The picker gives a blow 
to the shuttle to drive it to the other box. It also sustains the impact of the shuttle 
when it enters a box. 
 Lease – rods dividing the warp threads into even and odd umbers is 
termed as lease. The rods passing between the two divisions of the warp threads 
are called lease rods. These rods are thin flat wooden slats. 
There are four wooden beams in a loom: 
 Warp beam (m) – the warp yarn is wound around this beam, which is 
fitted at the bottom at the back of the loom. 
 Back beam (n) – is fixed above the warp beam, acting as a guide for warp 
threads. 
 The third beam is the front rest, placed at the front of the loom, after the 
weaver’s seat. The back beam and the front rest keep the warp yarn horizontal and 
upper proper tension to facilitate weaving. The front rest also guides the finished 
cloth onto the fourth beam which is the cloth beam (a roller for the made cloth). 
 
Process: 
 
The production process of the Kinnauri Shawls can be divided in to four (4) main 
parts: 
1. Designing/ Graph making. 
2. Preparing the warp & setting it on the loom 
3. Weaving 
4. Finishing 
 
1. Designing: Leccha & Notti: 
All the designs for the patterned border are plotted on an ordinary graph paper and 
can be broken up int o small units/ steps. The smallest unit of the graph i.e. one 
square represents the smallest design unit. In the local language, each square 
vertically represents the ‘notti’ and horizontally the ‘leccha’. In other words, the 
number of ends calculated  per the square is denoted by the ‘notti’ while the 
number of picks calculated per the square is denoted by the ‘leccha’. 
 
Since this square represents the smallest design unit or the minimum step in 
patterning, each design can be enlarged (and made to look bolder) or reduced (and 
made to look delicate/ small) depending upon the ‘leccha’ and ‘nottis’ calculated. 
 When the design is woven in single proportion each square is represented 

by one ‘leccha’ and one ‘notti’ (2 picks & 4 ends). 
 When its propotions are doubled, each square is presented by two ‘leccha’ 

and tow ‘notti’ (4 picks of 8 ends). 
 When enlarged three times, each square is represented by three ‘leccha’ 

and three ‘notti’ (6 picks and 12 ends). 
A woven design on the product comes the closest in size to the same design 
sketched on the graph when it is woven in double proportion. Hence most designs 
are woven in this proportion. 
 
2. Preparing the warp & setting it on the loom: 
The wooden yarn is procured from the mill spinning unit and further wound on to 
various bobbins for making the warp. 
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In case of the pit loom, the warp is made manually by winding it around peg 
stands separated by a certain amount of distance. The drafting and denting of the 
ends is done by pulling them through the thread healds and the reed with help of 
fingers. The warp is then set onto the loom, its ends are tied and its tension 
adjusted as per the requirement. 
 
The warp for the fly shuttle flame loom is wound either on the warping machine 
or can be wound manually around peg stands, as in the case of the pit looms. It is 
transferred to the warp beam under tension, which is then put on the loom for 
drafting and denting. The warp ends are drafted and dented with a reed hook, the 
loom tie – ups and tension are readjusted and the loom is all set for weaving  
 
3. The process of weaving: 
The interlacing of the warp and weft is called weaving. 
 
The warp ends are passed through the eye of the healds, with the help of the reed 
hook. This process is known as drafting. The number of healdshafts required in a 
loom depends on the number of ends in one repeat of the design. The most 
important function of the healdshafts along with keeping threads in place is that of 
shedding. A shed is formed by the division of the warp threads in to upper and 
lower layers. A pick of weft is passed through this division, allowing the 
interlacing of the warp and weft. The passing of the pick through the shed is 
known as picking. 
 
The open space between each wire of the reed is termed as a dent. A warp end is 
padded through a dent with the help of the reed hook, after it passes through the 
heald this process is known as denting. The reed keeps the warp ends in their 
respective positions. The reed acts as a guide for the shuttle to pass from one 
shuttle box to another. It also helps in beating the last pick of weft to the fell of 
the cloth (fell – part of the cloth which is already woven). Depending on the 
fineness of the warp yarn a reed with a particular number is used. To find the 
number of the reed one must count the number of dents in one inch of the reed 
and multiply it by two. The finer the yarn the higher the number of reed used.  
 
Once the drafting and denting has been done, the two ends of the warp yarn are 
secured to the beams. The part of the warp yarn on the further end beyond the 
healdshaft is wound around the warp beam and along the back beam which guides 
the threads to the healdshafts. The yarn towards the weaver is tied to the front 
rest. Once the weaving process begins the made cloth is guided to the cloth beam 
below. 
 
The seated weaver presses the treadle with his foot. The treadle and the healdshaft 
are connected with cords tied in such a manner as to make the shaft move up and 
down. When the shaft moves down it forms the lower layer of the shed. This 
motion imparted to the healdshaft by the treadle is called a shedding motion. 
Raising the various healdshaft in the required order to form the pattern is called 
lifting. The tie-up (of the treadle to the shafts) for the shedding and lifting motion 
is done differently. 
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By pressing the treadle and the movement of the healdshaft the shed is formed. 
The weaver now pulls a cord which attaches both the pickers to the sley. Once the 
cord is pulled the picker pushes the shuttle harbouring the weft bobbin through 
the shed towards the shuttle box at the other end of the sley race. The weaver then 
swings the sley towards himself, placing both or one of his hands on the reed cap 
pulling the slew towards him. This forward motion of the sley enables the reed to 
beat the last pick to the fell of the cloth. Beating of the pick ensures the density 
cloth to be even; hence the force applied should be the same. Once the sley 
swings back the treadle is pressed again forming the shed. The shuttle shoots out 
of the shuttle box whizzing through the shed, the sley is pulled beating the pick 
firmly to the remaining cloth and so the process goes on to produce the desired 
fabric. 
 
The basic structure of the shawl is 2/2 twill woven on a straight or pointed 
drafting order. The surface texture could be as follows: 
 Straight lifting plan woven on a straight drafting plan to give diagonal 
lines. 
 Pointed lifting plan woven on a straight drafting plan to give a vertical 
zigzag. 
 Straight lifting plan woven on a pointed drafting plan to give horizontal 
wavy pattern. 
 Pointed lifting plan woven on a pointed drafting plan to give a diamond 
shaped structure. 
The patterned border of the shawls is always woven in a basket weave with dove 
– tailing or silt – tapestry techniques. The coloured graph of the design to be 
woven is used as reference and the number of ends per design repeat is calculated. 
Cut lengths of the coloured acrylic wool threads are inserted in the warp in 2-3 
plys. The technique used to create the pattern is the interlacing or the ‘dove – 
tailing’ technique also referred to as the tapestry weave. 
 
The three main layouts of the Kinnauri Shawl in terms of the placement of the 
pattern/ design are: 
i) Single Border: Kinnauri geometrical pattern along the both ends of the 
shawls 
ii) Single Export: Kinnauri pattern running across the four edges. It takes 
about a month to weave a single shawl. 
iii) Full Export: Also called “Kinnauri Teen (three) patti”. These shawls have 
three Kinnauri patterns woven in horizontal stripes at both ends of the shawl 
along with another patern running along the two other sides. 
 
4. Finishing: 
The woven fabric is manually cleaned of all the extra design threads by using a 
fine scissor or cutter. It is thereafter given to the dry cleaners for a final clean up 
& steam press. 
 Dyeing: the types of chemical dyes commonly used are either Acid or 
Neolan dyes. The later possesses greater fastness properties towards light, water, 
perspiration abd rubbing. 
The “eco-friendly” or “organic” vegetable dye concept – internationally, so much 
in vogue today – prevailed in India even before 2000 B.C. This tradition is 
continuing and one can extract colours from plants, flowers roots, barks and 
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seeds. Vegetables dyes give rise to an exotic range of muted colours in apricot, 
ochres, rusts, browns, olives and many more. Different shade variations and tints/ 
tones of the same colour can be obtained by changing the proportions of the 
natural dyestuff or adding different chemicals such as copper sulphate or ferrous 
sulphate. For example, entire range of rusts and brown can be obtained from geru 
and outer most shell of a walnut respectively.  
 
Kinnauri Shawl (Chhali): the wool is carded either with hand or carding brushes 
and carding bow and now in carding machine also to convert it into woolen yarn 
with the help of a takli (spinning staff). After finishing the yarn on takli (disc 
staff) the wrap is prepared in the peg warp. The weft (less twist yarn) is circled 
around a long reed to the tough shuttle/ pit frame loom. It is now ready to be 
converted in to woolen cloth by a weaver. A little portion is woven on plain field, 
the weaver then weaves various coloured woolen threads (knitting wool). 
Similarly on the other end the weaver weaves the designs patterns. Then the shawl 
is milled with hands and thus finished shawl is ready to use. 
 
Kinnauri Cap (Thepang): for the manufacturing of Kinnauri caps a plain 
woolen patti is woven in the same process of like woolen shawl, then it is shaped 
in to cap by tailor. Inside of it plain cloth is used and outer portion is made of 
woolen and a green welvet strip is leveled on its front portion. Thus a cap is ready 
to put on. A number of preparatory processes and accessories have to be adopted 
to convert the yarn in the hank or cone form into a warp beam suitable for 
weaving in the loom. The processes adopted in different clusters are similar but 
for some minor alternations. The various pre-loom activities involved in the entire 
production process / activities are summarised below: 

 
(K) Uniqueness: 
 

The exquisite design pattern woven on it is the uniqueness of Kinnauri Shawl 
(Chhali), and uniqueness of the Kinnauri Cap (Thepang) is with a uniform green 
velvet strip on its front portion.  

 
The Kinnauri decorative designs are largely geometrical, executed in very soft 
and pleasing pastel shades. In Kinnauri Shawls, there is intricate use of the 
stylized Buddhist symbols and complex graphic patterns, consisting of hexagons 
(gyatongor tank) and square (palpe) etc. These devices are so profusely executed 
on brick red colour overwhelms the senses. 

 
The most common motifs in local language  are known as, the chhabehin, the 
chhoktin, the dorje, the gau, the khabatibi, the tar-shul, the tapru, the yung-
rung etc. All these motifs are drawn from the Buddhist sources. The 
predominance of Buddhist religious symbols, as the decorative devices on the 
Kinnauri shawls, would instinctively lead one to look in to these forms, beyond 
the visual patterns, to something spiritual.  

 
The Buddhist symbols executed in the five primary colours – white, yellow, red, 
green and blue represent five elements viz., water, earth, fire, ether and air 
respectively, while all the five colours are used in the ornamentation, reds, 
yellows and blues usually dominate, with an overall effect of brick red colour, 
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signifying thereby a blend of spirituality, truth and transcendental wisdom. Thus, 
the combination or unification of these colours represents a mystico – spiritual 
core. The ornamentation on the Kinnauri Shawl is, thus more an elaboration of a 
mystic mandala than a visual decoration. In it, the spirit of Bodhisattvas 
pervades. 

 
Kinnauri Shawl is different from Kullu Shawl in the feature that Kullu Shawl has 
stripes or bands running horizontally widthwise at the lateral ends. These bands 
are few centimeters wide and varying from two to seven centimeters on each side, 
are decorated with a variety of patterns woven in brilliant colours like yellow, 
green, white or red on a black background or orange and green on a brown 
base,whereas these features are not found in Kinnauri Shawl. 
 
Another unique feature of Kinnauri Shawl is that the wool used in weaving 
Kinnauri Shawl is typically local wool, which is obtained from indigenous stock 
of sheep and goats grazing in high altitude pastures of Kinnaur. 

 
(L) Inspection Body: 

 
The Inspection body for the Kinnauri Shawl is proposed as follows: 
 
1. Co-ordinator, HP Patent Information Centre, State Council for Science, 

Technology & Environment, H.P. 
2. General Manager, District Industries Centre, Kinnaur.  
3. President, Kinnauri Shawl Weavers/ producers Association. 
4. General Manager, H.P. Handicraft and Handloom Corporation, B-6, SDA 

Complex, Kasumpti, Shimla – 171009. 
5. Incharge, Central Wool Development Board at Kullu. 
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G.I.APPLICATION NUMBER - 170 
 

Application is made by (1) Directorate of Handlooms and Textiles, Government of 
Kerala, “Vikas Bhavan”, 4th floor, Thiruvananthapuram – 695 033, Kerala, India; (2) The 
Kasaragod Weavers Co-operative Production & Sales Society Limited, No. L 381, 
P.O: Kasaragod, Taluk: Kasaragod, Dist: Kasaragod, Pin Code - 671 121, Kerala, India 
for registration in Part - A of Kasaragod Sarees under Application No.170 in respect of 
Clothing falling in Class – 25, is hereby advertised accepted under sub-section (1) of 
Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act,1999. 
 
 
Applicant   : 1. Directorate of Handlooms and Textiles 

Government of Kerala; 
 

2. The Kasaragod Weavers Co-operative 
Production & Sales Society Limited. 

 
 
Address   : 1. Directorate of Handlooms and Textiles 

Government of Kerala, “Vikas Bhavan”, 4th 
floor, Thiruvananthapuram – 695 033, 
Kerala, India. 
 

6. The Kasaragod Weavers Co-operative 
Production & Sales Society Limited. No. L 
381, P.O: Kasaragod, Taluk: Kasaragod, 
Dist: Kasaragod, Pin Code - 671 121, 
Kerala, India. 

 
 
Geographical Indication : KASARAGOD SAREES  
 
 
Class    : 25 
 
 
Goods    : Class – 25 Clothing 
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(A) Name of the Applicant   :  1.   Directorate of Handlooms and  
Textiles, Government of Kerala 

 
2. The Kasaragod Weavers Co-

operative Production & Sales 
Society Limited. 

 
 
(B) Address     : 1.    Directorate of Handlooms and  

Textiles, Government of Kerala 
“Vikas Bhavan”, 4th floor, 
Thiruvananthapuram – 695 
033, Kerala, India  
 

2. The Kasaragod Weavers Co-
operative Production & Sales 
Society Limited. No. L 381, 
P.O: Kasaragod, Taluk: 
Kasaragod, Dist: Kasaragod, 
Pin Code - 671 121, Kerala, 
India  

 
 
(C) List of association of persons/  
 Producers / organization/ authority :  To be provided on request 
 
 
(D) Type of Goods    : Class – 25 Clothing  
 
 
(E) Specification     : 
 

Sl. 
No 

Product Specification Specification 

1 Kasaragod 
Cotton Saree  
 

 

 

 

 

Yarn:               Dyed Cotton  

Warp x Weft:  80s x 80s 
                        60s x 60s 
                        80s x 100s  
                      100s x 100s 
Length:           5.5 mts.   
Width:            48 / 50 inches 

Reed:             80s /72s /96s 

Picks/inch:   76-80s/ 
                       68-72s 
                       94-96s 

Border:      Dyed art silk 
                   Yarn / half-fine zari 
 

Cross Border: Dyed art silk 
                         Yarn 
 

Designs:    Check designs/ 
                   Hand laced designs 
                   with Art Silk yarn / 
                  Hand laced Jacquard 
                   designs    
 

2 Kasaragod Art 
Silk Saree 
 
 
 
 

Yarn:        Dyed Cotton & 
                 Dyed Art Silk 
Warp x Weft:    60s x 120D 
                          80s x 120D  
Length:             5.5 mts. 

Border:             Dyed Art Silk 
 

Cross Border: Dyed Art Silk 
                         Yarn 
 

Designs:    Check designs/  
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Width:              48/50 inches 

Reed:                 80s /72s  

Picks/inch:      85-88s/ 
                          80-82s 
                          100-110s 
 

Hand laced designs with Art Silk 
yarn/Hand laced Jacquard 
designs    
 

 
(F) Name of the Geographical Indication : 

 
KASARAGOD SAREES  

 
(G) Description of Goods: 
 

The major items manufactured in the handloom sector in the Kasaragod cluster 
vary from products made out of fine cotton yarn to coarser yarn. Kasaragod 
Sarees (both Kasaragod Cotton Sarees and Kasaragod Art-silk Sarees) are the 
most famous hand-woven item produced here. The traditional Kasaragod Sarees 
are woven with coloured cotton yarn (dyed yarn) of finer counts or with coloured 
art-silk yarn. These Sarees are produced either with check design in the body with 
solid border or Plain Saree with Butta designs. 

 
(H) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page no. 54 : 
  

The name, Kasaragod, is said to be derived from the word Kusirakood meaning 
Nuxvomica forests (Kanjirakuttom). Lying on the north western coast of the state, 
Kasaragod was famous from time immemorial. Many Arab travellers, who came 
to Kerala between 9th and 14th centuries A.D, visited Kasaragod as it was then an 
important trade centre. They called this area Karkwillia. Barbose, the Portuguese 
traveller, who visited Kumbala near Kasaragod in 1514, had recorded that rice 
was exported to Male Island whence coir was imported. Kasaragod is the 
northern-most district of the present Kerala state. This district is bounded in the 
east by the Western Ghats, in the west by the Arabian Sea, in the north by the 
Canara District of Karnataka and in the south by the Kannur District. 
  
Therefore the area of production in respect of Kasaragod Sarees is the entire 
district of Kasaragod in the state of Kerala, in India.  
 

District & State Latitude Longitude 
Kasaragod, Kerala 120 02’ and 120 45’ N 740 52’   and 750 26’E 

 
(I) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
The origin of the handloom weaving of Kasaragod sarees and other fabrics in the 
district trace back to 18th century AD. The history states that the weaving 
community, the Shaliya (or the Chaliya), has been migrated from East Karavali 
cost of the present Karnataka State en route Tamil Nadu.  This group of weavers 
already settled in the weaving clusters of Tamil Nadu left the place due to 
political, social and natural reasons and settled in Tulu Nadu of the South Canara 
region. It is widely believed that another group of Padmashaliyas reached the 
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present Kasaragod taluk from Mysore and surrounding regions of the present 
Karnataka. It is also believed that the weaving community north of the river 
Chandragiri is directly migrated from the present Karnataka regions. Kannada is 
the mother tongue of the weavers of Kasaragod cluster of Kerala. Traditional 
accounts identify fourteen settlements of this community from Pattuvam in 
Kannur to Panambur in Mangalore. 
 
The handloom weaving, like the other clusters of Kerala, was a home based 
cottage industry in Kasaragod district also. The co-operative movement initiated 
in the erstwhile Madras State in the year 1912 as part of the National Movement 
for the freedom of the country has its waves in the erstwhile Malabar and South 
Canara regions of the present Kerala. This movement has organised the handloom 
weavers into the co-operative fold. As a result, several handloom co-operative 
societies were formed much before the independence. One such handloom co-
operative society, The Kasaragod Weavers’ Co-operative Production & Sale 
Society Ltd. No. L. 381, established in the year 1938 at Kasaragod had organised 
the handloom weavers of the Kasaragod taluk especially the villages of Kasaba, 
Kudlu, Thalangara, Madhur and part of the Koipady village.  Over a period of 
time, many societies were formed and almost all the weavers in the district were 
covered by these co-operative societies.  
 
The weaving activity and the economic benefit derived out from the production 
and sale of cotton handloom clothes in Kasaragod and surrounding areas based on 
the traditional reputation was no longer confined to the members of the traditional 
Shalia community. The handloom industry in these areas today provide jobs to 
thousands of families belonging to different castes and communities like Ezhava, 
Nair, and others, mostly belonging to the weaker sections of the society. 
   
Thus the reputation of the name of Kasaragod handloom products acquired by the 
Shalia community has now been enjoyed by a large number of people especially 
those belonging to economically and educationally backward sections. Kasaragod 
handloom sarees have gained good markets not only in Kerala and nearby States 
but are sent to the Middle East countries in limited quantities through the large 
numbers of Keralites are working there. 
 

(J) Method of Production: 
 

The entire production process / activities are summarised below: 
 
 Raw materials and their procurement: 
 
The basic raw material of the cluster is cotton yarn, procured in the form of hank 
by the co-operative societies from the yarn bank or through the state level 
agencies like The Kerala State Handloom Weavers Co-operative Society Ltd. 
(HANTEX) and Kerala State Handloom Development Corporation (HANVEEV). 
The cotton combed yarn procured are of 80S, 60S etc. Cotton yarn of count 100S is 
also used in the cluster.  Art Silk yarn of 120 Denier (120D) is also used in weft 
for the manufacture of Kasaragod Sarees.  
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 Washing & Scouring (Boiling) 
The first activity in the production process is to immerse the grey yarn, which is 
in the hank form, in a solution of normal water with soap and drops of coconut oil 
for about 45 minutes. This process not only cleans the yarn but also increases the 
dye absorbability of the yarn. After this, the grey yarn is boiled or scoured in a 
solution of caustic soda and soda ash in water at an appropriate temperature for at 
least 24 hours to remove all the impurities except the natural colouring matter. 
This will help them to carry out the subsequent processes without any difficulty. 
The same is again got washed in normal water and squeezed with the help of a 
hydro-extractor before taking up for further processes like bleaching and dyeing 
etc.  
 
 Dyeing 
Colouring - creating a desired colour- on grey/bleached yarn with any kind of 
pigment (colouring matter or dyes) is called dyeing. Dyes are classified into many 
groups based on their method of application, chemical constitution, physical 
properties etc. The dye which is predominantly used for dyeing the yarn meant for 
Kasaragod Saree is Vat dyes. If light shades are required, the yarn undergoes the 
process of bleaching, otherwise, for dark shades; it will be dyed directly after the 
process of scouring and washing. To remove the particles of the bleaching 
powder, the yarn is washed in water with diluted sulphuric acid. 
 
The first step in the dyeing process is the preparation of recipe or dye bath meant 
for dyeing. Like any other dyeing, the medium for dyeing with Vat dyes is also 
water. Caustic soda and Hydrosulphate are added at the required quantity to hot 
water alongwith the Vat dyes and the dye bath is prepared. The dye bath 
preparation is the most important step in the dyeing process.  The Dyeing Master, 
who is well aware of the dyestuffs which are available for matching combination 
shades, and their chemical, physical and functional properties, decides the 
quantity of dyes/combination of dyes required for a particular colour. After the 
dye bath is prepared, the yarn is put in the dye bath for about 30 to 45 minutes and 
rinsed properly for absorbing the dye uniformly throughout the yarn. Once this 
process is over, the yarn is squeezed through a squeezing machine (hydro-
extractor) and then washed in ordinary water. This dyed yarn is then dried in 
shade for two days. This will help for proper oxidation and thereby provide more 
strength and original colour to the dyed yarn. This dyed yarn is made in the form 
of bundles before taking up for winding.   
 
 Winding 
Winding is a process of transferring yarn from one type of package to another, i.e. 
hank to bobbin or pirn. The dyed yarn for the warp and for the weft are separately 
taken up for winding. The dyed yarn for warp in the hank form (from bundles) is 
converted into bobbins through manual process called bobbin winding. Recently 
the manual process of bobbin winding has been replaced by a motorized machine. 
Once the winding is over, the yarn in the bobbin form is taken up for further 
processes. On the other hand, the yarn which is used in the weft does not require 
any further processing and hence it is wound into a pirn with the help of a small, 
hand-driven charkha and is called pirn winding. Pirn winding is the process of 
transferring the yarns from the hanks into small bobbin/pirn in the shuttle used in 
the weft while weaving. The yarn in the form of pirn is used in the weft while 
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weaving. The wound pirns are dipped in mild starch solution before taking up for 
weft insertions.  
 
 Warping 
The warping is a process of making desired length and width of warp sheet by 
combining many small packages of bobbins/spools according to the desired 
patterns.  There are various types of warping by which yarns from a large number 
of warper’s bobbins are collected together and made into a suitable form of 
package. The process of warping used in Kasaragod is known as sectional 
warping.  Sectional warping process is carried on a wooden frame from a wooden 
peg creel. A suitable frame called bobbin creel to hold the required number of 
bobbins in such a way that the yarns from them can be drawn separately without 
touching each other. The bobbins are put on the creel according to the pattern of 
the warp and the required number of yarn is then drawn through a comb to the 
wooden drum. The yarn in the form of warp is released from the wooden drum in 
the form of chain or loop; and then taken to the next process called beaming. One 
of the uniqueness of Kasaragod Saree weaving is the lengthy warp which is 
enough to produce 30 to 33 sarees unlike other saree weaving clusters.  
 
 Beaming & Preparation of Loom  
The process of transferring warp sheet to a weavers beam to mount on loom is 
called beaming. All these processes are carried out by manually without using 
power.  
The process of beaming is followed by looming, which finally prepares the loom 
beam for weaving. Preparation of loom is broadly classified into two categories of 
work, known as Drafting and Denting.  Drafting is the process of passing the warp 
yarn through the healds of the loom as per the design. This helps to keep the warp 
yarn in parallel form over the width of the loom and in locating a broken yarn 
during the process of weaving. In the case of denting, the warp yarn ends are 
passed through the reeds and the healds. The warp threads are then joined with the 
old warp threads with a local method of twisting by hands. 
 
 Sizing  
Sizing is a process where starch is coated on the warp yarns for imparting 
strength; enhance abrasion resistance to withstand the stress and strains exerted 
during the weaving process. Sizing is required for cotton yarn for imparting 
strength by using the sizing mixture with the help of a sizing brush. Unlike other 
clusters, in Kasaragod the method of ‘loom sizing’ is practiced. Here the 
sizing material is applied directly to the yarn while the weaving is in 
progress. That is, the sizing material is applied to that portion of the warp 
yarn, which is about to pass through the healds and reeds while weaving. 
Hence, the sizing is normally carried out in the weaving shed itself. Natural 
materials such as Tapioca powder or Maida form the important ingredient 
for sizing, which is boiled and diluted as per the climatic conditions and 
requirement. A special brush is used to brush the yarn during the process of 
sizing. The sizing reduces the yarn breakage and improves the quality and 
efficiency of weaving. Moreover the on-loom sizing imparts additional stiffness 
and shining finishes to the product.  
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Though the yarn is sized in which the individual threads are laying in a parallel 
condition, the threads are not free from sticking to one another. To rectify this 
defect, dividing rods, i.e. lease rods are used to effect separation of the threads. 
 
 Weaving 
The looms used for weaving Kasaragod Sarees are frame looms known as 
Malabar looms. The Malabar looms are very strong looms with fly shuttles. 
These frame looms can weave heavy furnishing material, bed sheet of greater 
warp (upto 100-110” width), towels, dress material, striped check material, gauze 
cloth, and so on. Moreover, it is suitable for sarees with plain solid border, with 
extra warp and cross border designs. The Missionaries of the German Basel 
Mission, commenced its activities in India in 1834 at Mangalore, also established 
weaving factories in Malabar region (at Kannur in 1852 and Kozhikode in 1859), 
has introduced the frame looms and hence the name Malabar looms. The looms 
are equipped additionally with lattice dobby and jacquard according to the design 
of the sarees woven. The lattice dobby is used to produce extra warp design on the 
border of the saree. The Jacquard is used to weave designs with extra warp or 
extra weft or both. Though there is limitation for the design width in the border 
design using Lattice Dobby, the design could be extended till the end of the 
fabric. The designs in the border using Lattice Dobby is locally called Tappet 
designs. The Jacquard lifts the required threads in the warp and the Butta Design 
is laced in the body of the Saree with extra weft by hand. The other important 
technique widely used in this cluster is the Catch-Cord Technique (locally known 
as Kotench) for creating solid border for the Saree. The solid border used in 
Kasaragod Saree is very unique as the weft for solid border is sourced from purely 
off the loom from a pirn under the loom and then drawn through separate mail eye 
apart from the body weft which is woven through shuttle. Though bamboo reeds 
were used in the loom earlier, brass/steel reeds are now commonly used.  
 
 Quality Checking & Packing 
The quality of the woven products are checked thoroughly and taken up for 
packing. First it is folded properly and then packed according to the specification.     
 

(K) Uniqueness: 
 

The uniqueness of Kasaragod Sarees and its production processes are listed 
below: 
 
 Kasaragod Handloom industry has the unique reputation of using the best 
quality combed cotton yarn of counts 80s and 60s. In some cases, even finer yarn 
of count 100s and Art Silk yarn of 120D is also used for weft.  
 The medium for dyeing any fibre with any class of dyes is water. So the 
quality of water plays a major role in dyeing. The major source of water available 
in Kasaragod area is sub-soil water (well water). This water has a lot of dissolved 
organic matters and minerals collected during its percolation through the soils. 
The sub-soil water in Kasaragod area is pure natural soft water (low hardness) 
which is best suitable for better results in vat dyeing.  
 The dye which is predominantly used for dyeing the yarn meant for 
Kasaragod Saree is Vat dyes. The vat dyes are preferred by the manufacturer of 
Kasaragod sarees over all other groups of available dyes is due to its excellent 
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colour fastness properties. These dyes are the fastest dyes available for dyeing 
cellulosic fibres. Therefore, the Kasaragod Sarees are famous for its luster and 
colour fastness due to the best dyeing quality and techniques.  
 Since natural materials such as fire wood and coconut shells are used for 
boiling of yarn and preparation of dye bath etc., there is little pollution and hence 
eco-friendly. Besides, the bristles of the brush used for sizing is also specially 
made from one type of palm tree which prevents damage to the yarn.  
  The looms used for weaving Kasaragod Sarees are frame looms known as 
Malabar looms. The Malabar looms are very strong looms with fly shuttles. These 
frame looms can weave heavy furnishing material, bed sheet of greater warp (upto 
100-110” width), towels, dress material, striped check material, gauze cloth, and 
so on. Moreover, it is suitable for sarees with plain border, with extra warp and 
cross border designs. The Missionaries of the German Basel Mission has 
introduced the frame looms in the Malabar region and hence it is called Malabar 
looms.  
 Rampant usage of modern or improved devices such as lattice dobby and 
jacquard for making intricate designs using dyed yarn in the border, cross-border, 
pallav (or pallu) and also for buttas in the body is prevalent in the cluster. The 
looms are equipped additionally with lattice dobby and jacquard according to the 
design of the sarees woven. The lattice dobby is used to produce extra warp 
design on the border of the saree. The Jacquard is used to weave designs with 
extra warp or extra weft or both. The designs in the border using Lattice Dobby is 
locally called Tappet designs. The Jacquard lifts the required threads in the warp 
and the Butta Design is laced in the body of the Saree with extra weft by hand. 
The other important and unique technique widely used in this cluster is the Catch-
Cord Technique (locally known as Kotench) for creating solid border for the 
Saree. The solid border used in Kasaragod Saree is very unique as the weft for 
solid border is sourced from purely off the loom from a pirn under the loom and 
then drawn through separate mail eye apart from the body weft which is woven 
through shuttle. Though bamboo reeds were used in the loom earlier, brass /steel 
reeds are now commonly used. 
 Sizing is also done differently in Kasaragod cluster from most of the other 
handloom clusters. Sizing is a process by which a natural starch solution is 
applied to warps to strengthen the yarn in order to protect it from abrasion in the 
healds and reeds of the loom. In this cluster, unlike other clusters, the method of 
‘loom sizing’ is practiced. Here the sizing material is applied directly to the yarn 
while the weaving is in progress. That is, the sizing material is applied to that 
portion of the warp yarn, which is about to pass through the healds and reeds 
while weaving. Hence, the sizing is normally carried out in the weaving shed 
itself. Natural materials such as Tapioca powder or Maida form the important 
ingredient for sizing, which is boiled and diluted as per the climatic conditions 
and requirement. A special brush with bristles made from the parts of a typical 
palm tree is used to brush the yarn during the process of sizing. The sizing 
reduces the yarn breakage and improves the quality and efficiency of weaving. 
The on-loom sizing provides good stiffness and shining finishes to the woven 
Saree. 
 In almost all the cases, the pallav portion of the saree is dyed in dark shade 
before weaving and extra weft designs are woven with attractive colour in order 
to get more attraction or enrichment of saree pallav (one type of tie & dye 
method). While weaving with twisted art silk yarn in the cross border of the 
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Saree, the weavers create a rib weave effect in it with the help of the treadle. Due 
to this weave, there is a series of horizontal ribs (cross bar effect) in the cross 
border of the Saree. 
 
(L) Inspection Body: 
 
The Development Commissioner (Handlooms), Government of India and The 
Department of Handlooms & Textiles, Government of Kerala are supporting the 
weavers in quality control of the products. Besides, the weaving master in the co-
operative society has their own quality control mechanism. During the process of 
production like winding & warping, creation of motifs, weaving, etc., the weaving 
master use to inspect the different predetermined parameters and the quality 
before permitting final/finishing stage of production. Textiles Committee, a 
statutory body under the Ministry of Textiles, Government of India, known all 
over the country for quality inspection and testing of different textiles and 
clothing products is also actively participating in educating the weavers and other 
stakeholders about maintaining the quality and its importance, marketing 
strategies, brand building of the product, and other development activities relating 
to the stakeholders of Kasaragod Sarees. 
 
Even the traders and exporters involved in the marketing of the unique traditional 
products are also specifying specific quality while placing orders to the 
manufacturers on the basis of demand patterns in the market and subsequently 
inspect the various stages of production & final product before procurement. But 
in the present scenario, it has been decided that the Textiles Committee, 
Government of India, Mumbai having Regional office at Kannur along with the 
Department of Handlooms, Government of Kerala will provide inspection 
mechanism for maintaining quality of the product in the post-GI registration 
scenario. 
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G.I.APPLICATION NUMBER - 179 
 

Application is made by (1) Directorate of Handlooms and Textiles, Government of 
Kerala, “Vikas Bhavan”, 4th floor, Thiruvananthapuram – 695 033, Kerala, India; (2) 
Kuthampully Kaithary Neithu Vyavasaya Sahakarana Sangham Limited, No. H. 
IND. (R) 196, P.O: Kuthampully, Dist: Thrissur, Kerala, India; (3) Kondazhy 
Handloom Weavers Industrial (Workshop) Co-operative Society Limited. No. HL. 
IND (R) 269, P.O: Kondazhy, Dist: Thrissur, Kerala, India; (4) Thiruvilwamala 
Handloom Weavers Co-operative (P & S) Society Limited. H -83, P.O: Kaniyarcode, 
Dist: Thrissur, Kerala, India; (5) Eravathodi Kaithari Neithu Sahakarana Sangham 
Limited, No. 449, P.O: Kaniyarcode, Dist: Thrissur, Kerala, India. for registration in Part 
- A of Kuthampully Sarees under Application No.179 in respect of Clothing falling in 
Class – 25, is hereby advertised accepted under sub-section (1) of Section 13 of 
Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act,1999. 
 
 
Applicant   : 1. Directorate of Handlooms and Textiles 

Government of Kerala; 
 

2. Kuthampully Kaithary Neithu Vyavasaya 
Sahakarana Sangham Limited; 

 
3. Kondazhy Handloom Weavers Industrial 

(Workshop) Co-operative Society Limited; 
 

4. Thiruvilwamala Handloom Weavers Co-
operative (P & S) Society Limited; 

 
5. Eravathodi Kaithari Neithu Sahakarana 

Sangham Limited. 
 
Address   : 1. Directorate of Handlooms and Textiles 

Government of Kerala, “Vikas Bhavan”, 4th 
floor, Thiruvananthapuram – 695 033, 
Kerala, India. 
 

2. Kuthampully Kaithary Neithu Vyavasaya 
Sahakarana Sangham Limited, No. H. IND. 
(R) 196, P.O: Kuthampully, Dist: Thrissur, 
Kerala, India. 

 
3. Kondazhy Handloom Weavers Industrial 

(Workshop) Co-operative Society Limited. 
No. HL. IND (R) 269, P.O: Kondazhy, Dist: 
Thrissur, Kerala, India  

 
4. Thiruvilwamala Handloom Weavers Co-

operative (P & S) Society Limited. H -83, 
P.O: Kaniyarcode, Dist: Thrissur, Kerala, 
India; 
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5. Eravathodi Kaithari Neithu Sahakarana 
Sangham Limited, No. 449, P.O: 
Kaniyarcode, Dist: Thrissur, Kerala, India. 

 
 
Geographical Indication : KUTHAMPULLY SAREES  
 
 
Class    : 25 
 
 
Goods    : Class – 25 Clothing 
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(A) Name of the Applicant   :  1.   Directorate of Handlooms and  
Textiles, Government of Kerala 

 
2. Kuthampully Kaithary Neithu 

Vyavasaya Sahakarana 
Sangham Limited; 

 
3. Kondazhy Handloom Weavers 

Industrial (Workshop) Co-
operative Society Limited; 

 
4. Thiruvilwamala Handloom 

Weavers Co-operative (P & S) 
Society Limited; 

 
5. Eravathodi Kaithari Neithu 

Sahakarana Sangham Limited. 
 
 
(B) Address     : 1.    Directorate of Handlooms and  

Textiles, Government of Kerala 
“Vikas Bhavan”, 4th floor, 
Thiruvananthapuram – 695 
033, Kerala, India; 
 

2. Kuthampully Kaithary Neithu 
Vyavasaya   Sahakarana 
Sangham Limited, No. H. IND. 
(R) 196, P.O: Kuthampully, 
Dist: Thrissur, Kerala, India; 

 
3. Kondazhy Handloom Weavers 

Industrial (Workshop) Co-
operative Society Limited. No. 
HL. IND (R) 269, P.O: 
Kondazhy, Dist: Thrissur, 
Kerala, India; 

 
4. Thiruvilwamala Handloom 

Weavers Co-operative (P & S) 
Society Limited. H -83, P.O: 
Kaniyarcode, Dist: Thrissur, 
Kerala, India; 

 
5. Eravathodi Kaithari Neithu 

Sahakarana Sangham Limited, 
No. 449, P.O: Kaniyarcode, 
Dist: Thrissur, Kerala, India. 
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(C) List of association of persons/  
 Producers / organization/ authority :  To be provided on request 
 
(D) Type of Goods    : Class – 25 Clothing  
 
(E) Specification     : 
 

Sl. 
No 

Product Specification Specification 

1 GREY SAREE or  
SET SAREE  or 
KUTHAMPULLY 
SAREE 
 
 
 
 

Yarn:               Cotton Grey  
 
Warp x Weft:  80s x 80s 
                        80s x 72s 
 
Length:        5.5 mts.+75 cms 
                      for blouse  
 
Width:            48 inches 
Reed:             84s /88s 
Picks/inch:   80-84s 
                        

Border:            Pure zari/ half  
                          – fine zari / dyed 
                          yarn  
 
Cross Border: Pure zari/ half-  
                        fine zari / dyed       

                         Yarn 
 
Designs:    Dobby / Jacquard   
                   Designs with pure 
                   zari / half-fine zari 
                   /  dyed yarn 

 
(H) Name of the Geographical Indication : 

 
KUTHAMPULLY SAREES 

 
(G) Description of Goods: 
 

The major items manufactured in Kuthampully are Grey Saree (Kuthampully 
Saree or Set Saree), these traditional products are woven with kora white cotton 
yarn (grey or unbleached or non-dyed yarn) of finer counts.  

 
(H) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page nos. 66 & 67: 
  

The Kuthampully village, in the Tiruvilwamala Panchayath of the Thalapally 
Taluk of Thrissur District, is bounded by the rivers ‘Bharatha Puzha’ and 
‘Gayathri Puzha’ (or Ponnani river), and situated nearly 5 kms from 
Tiruvilwamala, is well known for kasavu handloom weaving of traditional attire 
of Kerala. Thalapally taluk lies between 100 35’ and 100 48’ North Latitude and 
760 04’ and 760 31’ East Longitude. 
 
Initially the products were originated from Kuthampully but with the increase in 
demand for the products, more and more artisans from the adjacent areas are also 
adopted weaving of traditional Kuthampully Sarees as their main avocation. 
Presently, the prominent places of manufacture of Kuthampully Sarees are spread 
over various villages of the Thalappally taluk of Thrissur district and Chittur, 
Palakkad, Alathur and Ottappalam taluks of Palakkad district of Kerala State. 
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Sl. 
No. 

Village/ Region Panchayath/ 
Municipality 

Taluk District 

1 Kuthampully Thiruvilwamala Thalappally Thrissur 
2 Eravathodi Thiruvilwamala Thalappally Thrissur 
3 Thiruvilwamala Thiruvilwamala Thalappally Thrissur 
4 Kondazhi Kondazhi Thalappally Thrissur 
5 Kallanchira Peruvambu Palakkad Palakkad 
6 Elappully  Elappully Palakkad Palakkad 
7 Chittur  

 
Chittur – Thathamangalam 
Municipality 

Chittur Palakkad 

8 Thathamangalam Chittur – Thathamangalam 
Municipality 

Chittur Palakkad 

9 Devangapuram Chittur – Thathamangalam 
Municipality 

Chittur Palakkad 

10 Erattakulam Nallepally Chittur Palakkad 
11 Manchira Nallepally Chittur Palakkad 
12 Nallepilly Nallepally Chittur Palakkad 
13 Vallengi Nenmara Chittur Palakkad 
14 Kollengode Kollengode Chittur Palakkad 
15 Karimpuzha Karimpuzha Ottapalam Palakkad 
16 Palappuram Ottapalam Municipality Ottapalam Palakkad 
17 Karumanam Kurissi Cherpulasseri Ottapalam Palakkad 
18 Pallan Chathannoor Mathur Alathur Palakkad 
19 Puthucode Puthukkode Alathur Palakkad 
20 Pazham Palacode Tarur Alathur Palakkad 

 
(I) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
The communities or castes in the present Kerala have diverse origins owing to 
various migrations and the later consolidation under a single identity. All weaver 
castes in Kerala have either Tamil/Telugu or Kannada origins. The Malayali 
collective identity for weavers in Kerala is Chaliyan. This may show that majority 
of Malayali weavers belong to Sale or Sali community of South India. The main 
weavers' castes of South India are Sale, Devanga and Kaikkolar. Among these the 
first two castes are native to Kannada and Telugu speaking regions by 
inscriptional evidences whereas Kaikkolar community is native to Tamil speaking 
region. It should be noted here that the earliest mention of Kaikkolar as weavers 
comes in an 8th century Jain lexicon, but weavers known as Kolika (a Prakrit 
word for weavers; Sanskrit: Kaulika) had their guilds during Satavahana period in 
Andhra region.  

 
One comes across weavers named Jeda (Kannada: spider or weaver), Jada, Sedan 
(Tamil) and Chetan (Malayalam) in various literature. A famous 12th century 
Saivite poet Jedara Dasimayya was a weaver, with caste identifier jeda attached 
in his name. However, the official caste name of majority of weavers in 
Karnataka is Devanga though colloquially they are still called jedaru in North 
Karnataka. That is, Saliya (or Chaaliyan or Saali or Saale) is a weavers' caste 
found mostly in Northern Kerala and Southern coastal Karnataka. This 
community is historically spread in the northern districts of the present Kerala. 
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The origin of the Kuthampully hand-woven products trace back to the end of the 
18th century AD, as the product is closely associated with the Royal family of 
Kochi. History says that the members of Devanga Chettiar, a community of 
traditional weavers and has roots in the then Mysore state of the present 
Karnataka, were brought by the Kochi Royal family to weave dress materials 
exclusively for the palace. It is also believed that the Devanga Chettis from 
Mysore, left their country on account of Tipu Sultan’s persecution and settled in 
this out-of-the-way village about the end of the eighteenth century.  

 
Kuthampully is situated on the banks of the river ‘Bharatha Puzha’ and ‘Gayathri 
Puzha’ (or Ponnani river) in the Tiruvilwamala Panchayat of Talapally Taluk in 
the Thrissur district. Traditionally the members of the Devanga Chettiar 
community are skilled weavers of silk and cotton clothes.  Since they are having 
very good skill in weaving fine cotton handloom products, it has got very good 
market in the entire region of the present Kerala and some parts of Tamil Nadu.  
Over a period of time, this place has earned goodwill for Dobby/Jacquard designs 
in Kasavu Sarees (zari sarees) and branded as Kuthampully Sarees. 
Subsequently, many Kannda Devanga Chettiars are settled down in many villages 
of the neighbouring Palakkad district also and started the production of 
Kuthampully Sarees.   

 
At present the Kuthampully Sarees are manufactured not only in Kuthampully but 
also in many villages in the Palakkad district also. Thus the production of 
Kuthampully Sarees and fine cotton fabrics are spread across the Thrissur and 
Palakkad disctricts.  However, the main marketing centre of these products is 
Kuthampully. Due to the economic benefit derived out from the production and 
sale of cotton handloom clothes in Kuthampully, the weaving activity was no 
longer confined to the members of the Kannada Devanga Chettiar community 
alone. The handloom industry in Kuthampully and other geographical areas of 
production today provide jobs to thousands of families belonging to different 
castes and communities like Ezhava, Thandan, Mudaliar, Muslims and others, 
mostly belonging to the weaker sections of the society.   

 
Thus the reputation of the Kuthampully handloom products acquired by the 
Kannada Devanga Chettiar community has now been enjoyed by a large number 
of people especially those belonging to economically and educationally backward 
sections. 
 

(J) Method of Production: 
 
A number of preparatory processes and accessories have to be adopted to convert 
the yarn in the hank or cone form into a warp beam suitable for weaving in the 
loom. The processes adopted in different clusters are similar but for some minor 
alternations. The various pre-loom activities involved in the entire production 
process / activities are summarised below: 

 
 Raw Material 
The basic raw material of the cluster is cotton yarn, procured in the form of hank 
or cone by the co-operative societies/weavers / master weavers from the local 
yarn dealers or through the yarn bank or from state level agencies like The Kerala 
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State Handloom Weavers Co-operative Society Ltd. (HANTEX) and Kerala State 
Handloom Development Corporation (HANVEEV). Nowadays cotton yarn is 
procured in the form of sized beam also. Besides cotton yarn, the cluster also uses 
golden or half-fine zari for designing. The cotton yarn procured are of 100s, 80s 
etc. Due to the exorbitant rise in the price of the pure zari, the weavers are now 
shifted towards other kinds of zari, mostly half- fine zari. 

 
 Curing & Washing 
The first activity in the production process is to cure the yarn meant for the warp 
in normal water and also with rice-soup to remove the impurities and cleaning. 
This will help them to carry out the subsequent processes like winding, warping, 
sizing etc. without any difficulty. The same is again got washed in normal water 
and dried in sunlight before taking up for further processes. In most of the cases, 
the weft yarn does not undergo the process of curing.  

 
 Winding 
Winding is a process of transferring yarn from one type of package to another, i.e. 
hank or cone to bobbin or pirn. The yarns for the warp and for the weft are 
separately taken up for winding. The yarn is normally received by the weavers in 
the hank or cone form. The yarn in the hank or cone form is converted into 
bobbins by the winding process. In case of warp yarns, recently the manual 
process has been replaced by a motorized machine. Once the winding is over, the 
yarn in the bobbin form is taken up for further processes. On the other hand, the 
yarn which is used in the weft does not require any further processing and hence it 
is wound into a pirn with the help of a small, hand-driven charkha and is called 
pirn winding. Pirn winding is the process of transferring the yarns from the hanks 
into bobbin/pirn in the shuttle used in the weft while weaving. The yarn in the 
form of pirn or the zari, wherever is required, is used in the weft while weaving. 
Since the warping and sizing activities are not undertaken presently in this cluster, 
the weavers carry out only the pirn winding of cotton yarn and half-fine zari. 

 
 Warping 
The warping is a process of making desired length and width of warp sheet by 
combining many small packages called bobbins/spools.  There are various types 
of warping by which yarns from a large number of warper’s bobbins are collected 
together and made into a suitable form of package. The process of warping used 
in Kuthampully is known as vertical sectional warping. Vertical sectional warping 
process is carried on a wooden drum from a wooden peg creel. A suitable frame 
called bobbin creel to hold the required number of bobbins in such a way that the 
yarns from them can be drawn separately without touching each other. The 
bobbins are put on the creel and the required number of yarn is then drawn 
through a comb to the wooden drum. The warped yarn is then taken to the next 
process called sizing.  

 
 Sizing  
Sizing is a process where starch (boiled Rice or Kanji) is coated on the warp yarns 
for imparting strength; enhance abrasion resistance to withstand the stress and 
strains exerted during weaving process. Though sizing is not carried out in 
Kuthampully cluster, the traditional method of ‘street warping’ and ‘brush 
sizing’ is practiced for the yarn meant for this cluster. Natural materials 
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such as rice starch, coconut oil and rice gruel form the important 
ingredients for sizing. Sizing is required for cotton yarn for imparting strength 
by applying the residue after rice preparation called “Kanji” in local language 
with the help of a sizing brush (brush with grass bristles). The sizing is normally 
done in the streets earmarked for it. The process of sizing reduces the yarn 
breakage and improves quality and efficiency of weaving. Although the yarn is 
sized and dried in the sheet form, in which the individual threads are lying in a 
parallel condition, the threads are not free from sticking to one another. To rectify 
this defect, dividing rods, i.e. lease rods are used to effect separation of the 
threads. A brush is used to brush the yarn during the process of sizing.  

 
Warping and sizing activities are not undertaken in this cluster for the past 20 
years due to shortage of skilled manpower for this activity. Since there was no 
regular work and also due to less income compared to other work, the new 
generation of the weavers were not taken up the warping and sizing activities as 
their profession. Nowadays cotton yarn of the required count is procured and 
supplied to the job workers based at Ammapet in Salem and Negamam in Pollachi 
districts of Tamil Nadu, who undertake the warping and sizing, where this activity 
is undertaken on a larger scale and hence cost effective. It takes about one week to 
get back the yarn in the warp form from the job workers after sizing and warping. 
Even, some of the weavers’ procure the yarn in the form of sized beam also. 

 
 Beaming & Preparation of Loom  
In Kuthampully and other manufacturing centres of the cluster, the yarn is 
received/ purchased in the form of ball warp by the weavers after the processes of 
warping and sizing. Hence the weavers take up the pre-weaving activities such as 
beaming and preparation of loom. 
The process of transferring warp sheet to a weavers beam to mount on the loom is 
called beaming. Preparation of the loom for weaving includes the processes of 
drafting, denting and twisting-in the threads with the old warp threads. In almost 
all the handloom clusters, the process of beaming is followed by looming, which 
finally prepares the loom beam for weaving. But in Kuthampully, the sequence of 
these processes is in the reverse order. Here, the loom is first prepared and then 
taken up for beaming. Preparation of loom is broadly classified into two main 
categories of work, known as Drafting and Denting. Hence, drafting, denting and 
the twisting-in the threads with the old warp threads are carried out first. Drafting 
is the process of passing the warp yarn through the healds of the loom as per the 
design. This helps to keep the warp yarn in parallel form over the width of the 
loom and in locating a broken yarn during the process of weaving. In the case of 
denting, the warp yarns are passed through the reeds and the healds. The warp 
threads are then joined with the old warp threads with a local method of twisting 
by hands. Once the twisting-in of the warp threads are over, the entire set of 
healds and reeds alongwith the ball warp is taken out in the street for beaming. All 
these activities are carried out manually without using power or machinery. 
 
 Weaving 
Though Pit looms are the most widely used handlooms in Kuthampully and other 
geographical regions for producing the traditional varieties, Frame looms are also 
in use for some varieties. The pit looms are of two types; throw shuttle pit looms 
and fly shuttle pit looms. Fly shuttle pit looms are mainly used for weaving 
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traditional products in this cluster. In order to save the space for installing the 
looms in the weaving shed, the weavers normally put one loom in a pit 
and the other one, which is opposite to that, in a raised platform. Due to 
this arrangement, the space for keeping the warp beams meant for weaving 
would be common for both the looms and hence saves a lot of space. The 
pit loom is of simple construction and there is no wooden super structure to 
support its parts. The sley is of light construction. The healds for these fly shuttle 
pit looms are prepared locally by Nylon wire, popularly known as Bombay Type 
healds, is most suitable for weaving finer count yarn. As fine cotton yarn is used, 
the pirn is of smaller size and therefore there is no need for wider shedding. These 
healds allows only small shedding and hence prevents breakage of yarn and also 
helps to prevent the yarn from loosing the effect of sizing. Since the shedding is 
of smaller width, the pirn and also the shuttle used are of smaller size compared to 
other handloom manufacturing centres. The pirn meant for the weft insertion is 
normally kept in rice water (or rice soup) while the weaving in progress and 
inserted into the weft one by one. The finest varieties of fabrics, known for their 
beautiful designs and textures with half-fine zari are produced on fly shuttle pit 
looms. As the name implies, the loom stands over a pit and the process of picking 
is done by beating the shuttle across the shed by hand and beaten by suspended 
sley. The traditional varieties are woven on fly shuttle pit looms in this cluster. 
The half-fine zari used in the border as extra warp, it is tied by a dead weight 
system to keep the yarn tight while weaving.  

 
Though Dobbies and Jacquards are widely used in this cluster for big designs in 
the cross border (or pallav) or in the body of the fabric, small designs are woven 
by the method of hand lacing. The Jacquard lifts the required threads in the warp 
and the Butta Design is laced in the body/pallav of the Saree with extra weft by 
hand. 

 
 Quality Checking & Packing 
The quality of the woven products are checked thoroughly and taken up for 
packing. First it is folded properly and then packed according to the specification. 
Women are mostly employed for these activities. 

 
(K) Uniqueness: 
 

The uniqueness of Kuthampully Sarees and its production processes are listed 
below: 
 Kuthampully Sarees has the unique reputation of having the 
weaving facility for manufacturing finer count cotton combed yarn of 
counts 80s and 72s. These traditional handloom products of Kuthampully are 
made out of the finest cotton yarn of counts 80s and 72s   (Super combed cotton 
yarn of counts 80s and 72s). Very few clusters are using finer count cotton yarn in 
India.  
 Usage of Hal-fine Zari in the border, cross-border or pallav of the 
traditional Sarees is rampant in this cluster. That is, Half-fine zari is used for extra 
warp, extra weft and for motifs in the fabric. Traditionally the weavers in this 
cluster used Pure Zari for border, cross-border and for buttas in the body. But due 
to the exorbitant rise in the price of the pure zari, the weavers are now shifted 
towards other kinds of zari, known as half- fine zari, powder guilt etc. Coloured 
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yarn is also used as an alternative to the zari in the border and cross border of the 
Sarees. 
 No bleaching or dyeing is involved in the process except for the dyed yarn 
used in the weft for the border or cross-border. This coloured yarn is used as a 
substitute for the half-fine zari. Otherwise, the yarn used is of natural coloured 
grey cotton yarn. Thus the products are eco-friendly and cause no harm to the 
body of the user.   
 The types of looms, installed in the cluster are (i) Fly Shuttle pit 
looms; and (ii) Frame looms. Even though all these looms are in use for 
the production of handloom products of the cluster, the weavers use fly-
shuttle pit-looms for the production of exclusive traditional Sarees with 
half-fine zari. In order to save the space for installing the looms in the 
loom shed/house, the weavers normally put one loom in a pit and the other 
one, which is opposite to that, in a raised platform. Due to this 
arrangement, the space for keeping the warp beams meant for weaving 
would be common for both the looms and hence saves a lot of space. The 
usage of dobby & jacquard for intricate design work using half-fine zari, 
dyed yarn in border, cross-border, pallav, buttas on body is rampant in this 
centre.  
 Another specialty in the technology used in Kuthampully cluster is 
the “Healds” used in the weaving looms which are made out of Nylon twine. 
These Healds are locally known as Bombay type healds. This, according to the 
traditional weavers, is most suitable for weaving with finer count yarn. As fine 
cotton yarn is used, the pirn is of smaller size and therefore there is no need for 
wider shedding. These healds allows only small shedding and hence withstand the 
breakage of yarn and also helps to retain the sizing effect of the yarn. Since the 
shedding is of smaller width, the pirn and also the shuttle used are peculiar and 
are smaller in size compared to the other handloom manufacturing centres. The 
sley is of light construction. It is through these techniques of hand weaving and 
the particular nature of the looms used by the traditional weavers that makes the 
Sarees look very fine and comfortable for use.  
 In almost all the handloom clusters, the process of beaming is followed by 
looming, which finally prepares the loom beam for weaving. But in Kuthampully, 
the sequence of these processes is in the reverse order. Here, the loom is first 
prepared and then taken for beaming. Preparation of loom is broadly classified 
into two main categories of work, known as Drafting and Denting. Hence, 
drafting, denting and the twisting-in the threads with the old warp threads are 
carried out first. Once the twisting-in of the warp threads are over, the entire set of 
healds and reeds alongwith the ball warp is taken out in the street for beaming.  
Due to this, they are able to produce longer length warp beams that can 
manufacture upto six Sarees. All these activities are carried out manually without 
using power or machinery. 
 The technique to weave with Half-fine Zari or dyed yarn in the 
border or cross-border or pallav (extra warp or extra weft) is one of the 
specialties or skills acquired by the weavers in this cluster. While weaving 
half-fine zari or dyed yarn in the border of the Sarees as extra warp, it is tied 
by a dead weight system developed locally to keep the zari/yarn tight while 
weaving. 
 Rampant usage of modern devices such as Dobby, Jacquard and 
Jala are common in this cluster for making intricate designs using half-fine 
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zari or dyed yarn in the border, cross-border, pallav and also for buttas 
in the body. In case of small designs, the Jacquard lifts the required threads 
in the warp and the Butta Design is laced in the body of the Saree with extra 
weft by hand. This technique of lace weaving is practiced at 
Kuthampully and its surrounding places. The Kuthampully hand-
woven Sarees are famous for the intricate designs woven in the fabric. 
 The technique to weave with half-fine Zari in the border or 
cross-border or pallav (extra warp or extra weft) is one of the 
specialties or skills acquired by the weavers in this cluster. While 
weaving zari in the cross border of the Sarees, the weavers create a rib 
weave effect in it. Due to this weave, there is a series of horizontal ribs 
(cross bar effect) in the cross border of the woven Sarees.  

 
(L) Inspection Body: 
 

The Development Commissioner (Handlooms), Government of India and The 
Department of Handlooms & Textiles, Government of Kerala are supporting 
the weavers in quality control of the products. Besides, the weaving master in 
the co-operative society has their own quality control mechanism. During the 
process of production like winding & warping, creation of motifs, weaving, 
etc., the weaving master use to inspect the different predetermined parameters 
and the quality before permitting final/finishing stage of production. Textiles 
Committee, a statutory body under the Ministry of Textiles, Government of 
India, known all over the country for quality inspection and testing of different 
textiles and clothing products is also actively participating in educating the 
weavers and other stakeholders about maintaining the quality and its 
importance, marketing strategies, brand building of the product, and other 
development activities relating to the stakeholders of Kuthampully Sarees. 
 
Even the traders and exporters involved in the marketing of the unique 
traditional products are also specifying specific quality while placing orders to 
the manufacturers on the basis of demand patterns in the market and 
subsequently inspect the various stages of production & final product before 
procurement. But in the present scenario, it has been decided that the Textiles 
Committee, Government of India, Mumbai having Regional office at Kannur 
along with the Department of Handlooms, Government of Kerala will provide 
inspection mechanism for maintaining quality of the product in the post-GI 
registration scenario. 
 

(M) Others: 
 
The Kuthampully Sarees are socio-culturally associated with the people 
of Kerala especially to the Cochin and Malabar regions due to its 
confluence with the religious and other festivities of these regions. 
From time immemorial, the entire cloth requirement of the Cochin 
royal family is woven by weavers of this production centre. Hence, the 
textile cluster of this area is as old as the history of the Cochin dynasty 
in Kerala and bears generational legacy. 
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